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THE ILLUSIOiJ OF P.fiRSOl~ALITY:· 
AN ANALYSIS OF SEVEN. SHORT STORIES 
BY HENRY JA:MES 
... 
Alice C. Reid 
ABSTRACT 
.; 
------=--=-----~-·-=----~·--==-=--:___~--~----_\=_ --=---=-=-=---------:~~-= ____ =·--·------=. --~~=,,=. ---,-- ~-
In much ·of Henry James' work ·there is an 1h1Iusion of 
' <:JI. 
personality, in that people are orten not what they seem. 
·For exampl-e, in the novel T"he Ambassadors, .Chad and Madame 
- . 
-==-=======~-· ·--=----------~.--:~~::_ -------==~--- ----=._-=--~--_: __ - -- - - -- - --- ---- ---
,...,.. ......... ,, ... 
de Vionnet are not what they seem to Stretber, but in this 
case the illusion is held by one of the characters in· the 
story. In some pieces of fiction, however, the :reader may 
' 
; sufrer from the illusion unless he scrutinizes,carefully. 
A great stroke of artistry by James was this creation of 
,, 
illusion, particularly around those characters who nar-
rate or from whos·e point of view the stories are told. 
Thus, it is ext1~emely important that the reader strip 
away this unreality in order to perceive the true char-
acter and thti·S understand tbe real meaning of tne· .r-ietion.--
, ' Careful ·reading is ·require,d to catch di·screpancies between 
--------=~·--tnat wnich actually ha.pp·ens-·-and that wK)ich is reported by 
-----. 
. · ..•..• 1 
' 
the narrator or poipt of view character. Critics • nave 
. . 
~eftet1 f'a-i-l-ed----to perceive such subtlety. 
?v1ost interesting are~James' characterizations in cer-
tain short stories about artists and writers, many of 
-
which are told by· a-narrator or :from a particular point 
I 
·of view. Because James himself was an artist., critics 
·-
'---c-,-_ 
- - - ----- ---
··---h-ave for the • mos i:; part failed in their analyses of suc,h 
~-~---
· stories by supposing th~t the author would by necessity 
.. be sympathetic to members of literary and artistic circles. 
) 
Ins.tead, he has given .scathing pie tures of such groups in 
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gis short stories, in which the characters are cold, -life-
·.r:· . 
are -his treatme11ts of narrators or charaeter$ from whos-e 
····•·l. 
points of view the stories are told.- Although these people 
are.usually patrons or proteges of the artists or writers, 
------~~-----~~~ 
,J,,, ' 
.. \ 
=--!Jo. 
'i 
I 
they are sometimes painters and -authors tbemse·1ves. Thus 
because they tell us only what they choose or only those 
things which impress them most, it is necessary to read 
beneath the surface in order to understand the stories cor-
rectly. We must ask ourselves sucb questions as, why are 
' these people as they are? How do they react in oe~tain 
situations? And what are the consequences of their ac-
tions? It is the purpose of this thesis to show that in 
seven of Henry James' short sto~ies, "The Madonna of the 
Future.,'-1·-·"~he Author of Beltraffio," "The Lesson of: the 
Master, u "The Real Thing, 11 "The Middle Years, n ttThe Death 
\ 
' ., ~ 
of .the Lion:," -and "The~igure in the· Carpet, u the nar-
-.1 
_raters or characters from whose points of viev1 the stories -
~-'---~~-- ~------ -·--- -~---
,, 
are told, suffer from delu.sions, in varying degrees, as··- to 
.. 
their own importance to self and others. Because of these 
delusions ,sue h characters often exhibit traits of -med'dle-· 
o. 
' 
someness, extreme egotism 9 and actual crueltye Fu~tber-
' ' 
more, James intensified these traits as be further de-
veloped the narrator or point of~!~~ character.through 
·the· 1880 ts and 1890' s.~' 
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INTRODUCTION 
' 
Since in.many of Henry James' ·novels and short sto-
ries, artists and 1"1riters play major roles, critics have 
devoted ·much att;ention to -such cbara.cters. In fact, F. ·l, 
o. Matthiessen has collected eleven of the author's short 
stories c,into one volume ca1i.'ea Stories of Writers and 
Artists" Matthie~sen, who typifies the general critiqal 
attitude toward such stories, says, "The center of ref-
erence • • · • is to problems which James knew .from the 
inside and whose urgency was eve~ with him, problems of 
the ~,ri ter' and his aud.ience, of the lack of intelligent 
appreciation and of the demands of his craft. They 
"' also dramatize the tssue which is still our issue, the 
1 relation of the artist to society." Such a serious 
view of the artist character as an embodiment of James' 
own experience and aesthetic is also held by Earl Rovit, 
. 
who finds a Jamesian doctrine that art must be ·unJ1 ted 
' i5 with life in the tales. As be points out, the-artist 
is first of all a human being whose development in art 
2 
· is dependent on his progress in life. - Parker Ty_ler, 
. however., partially disagrees, saying, uArtists he 
[James] visualized as higher beings·, who.: .saw this effort 
,.t· 
to attain truth and rea1·1 ty as an unrelenting moral strug-
! .. gle between the individual and the world, and whose deep-
est impulse was to devote themselves monastically_ to 
.. -: 
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, 
revealing the principles and conditions of the unceasing 
3 
struggle." Quentin Anderson goes one step further in his· 
• I • 
eonception of the artist. "The true artist is not i per-· 
son -- be is a creative force, recognizable, as the creator 
himse1~·1s recognizable, only in the quality of the thing 
. -- 4 
he·makes.n Nevertheless, says R. P. Blackmur, James' 
stories of artists and writers are fables embodying ideals 
5 
which later became James' own. By studying these stories, 
J. J. Firebaugh has determined a Jamesian- aesthetic of 
relativism concerned not with concrete, formally perfect 
6 art, but with the art of moving-phenomena. 
t 
Although there has been much_ general comment on 
artistic and literary characters, less .attention bas been 
given James' individual short stories wbich center upon 
7 8 
sue h figures. l{elen Horne and Krishna Vaid, · however, 
have devoted attention to the group as a whole with vary-
ing success. In her attempts to read -- the stories as 
, .. , 
.s-1 _ philosophical tracts antl extract a Jamesian aesthetic, 
Miss Horne fails in her.analysis of the tales as tales. 
Mr. Vaid, on the other hand, being concerned with tech-
nique, gives· the ·stories closer scrutiny and occasionally 
has some striking insights, but both critics more often 
fail to catch the author's extremely sub,tle characteriza- -
tion in the tales. 
Most scholars, · in their· eagerness -to disco_ver some-
thing of James' philosophy, never deal,with real problems 
4 .. 
.. 
~--
I 
't • 
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•-:t. 
' . 0 
. ,, 
·~~: 
,; .. ·., 
. in-the stories, particularly the points of view from which 
they a~e told. Many of the artist and writer tales are 
told from th·ei poirit of view either of on.e ch~racter, or 
more o.ften or a narrator closely involved in the situation. 
Since the reader can kr.:iow. orily what the point of view 
tells him, he must evaluate the· .. ti:tJusttiorthiness of the 
character, especially in the case of the narrator. With 
,,,,, .. ..,,,-; a few exceptions we can believe most of what is related to 
us by the narrators, but we must b·e care:ful to recognize 
their traits of egotism and meddlesomeness. Many are ·even 
responsible for ruining the lives of those artists or 
writers to whom they attach themselvese Although we can 
' make no general statement about the situations of these 
characters, we may note· similarities in their personal-
ities. It is the., .. purpose therefore of this thesis to show 
that in seven of Henry James I short stories: "The Madonna 
of the Future.," "The Author of Beltraffio," "The Lesson of 
the Master, n "The Real Thing, " "The Middle ~~ars, " "The 
Death o:f the Lion, u and "The ,:Figuri in the Carpet, " the 
· narrators or characters from whose points of view the sto-
ries are told suffer from delusions, in varying degrees, 
as to their own importance to self and others. Because of 
such delusions, these characters often exhibit traits of 
meddlesnmeness, extreme egotism, e.nd actual cruelty. Fur-
thermore,. James seems to have intensified the traits in 
these characters.as he rurther developed tbe narrator or 
' ' 
,, 
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-~ point of view character through the 1880 1 s and 1890's. 
That James created such f,igur~s for his short sto·z,ies 
·' " 
. indicates· that crit.ics have been wrong in thinking that· 
1 --··-···. 
,Q• 
James rP1as totally sympathetic to t.he artist and bis patron. 
society is composed, ••• of purchasers and their pur-
. \ 
chases, of handlers and the handled, or the users and ,the· 
used. 119 Such a definition of "fictional societylt certainly 
.. , includes artists and writers, a fact most critics have 
denied in their attempts to place these characters on 
hallowed ground. We can only hope that future critics 
will not be blinded by such misconceptions which handicap 
an understanding of' James' full artistry. 
All quotations and citations from the stories come 
, .. _. f. I 
from F. O. Matthiessen 1 s edition -of Stories of Writers _____ .......,.. __ _ 
and Artists. 
Abbreviations .f-or the various stories are as f'ollows: 
Mad. F. -- -, "The Madonna of the Future" 
Auth. B. -- "The Author of Beltraffio" 
Les. M. 
R. Th .• 
--
--
"The Lesson of the Master" 
nThe Real Thing" 
···Mid. Yrs. -- ~,' The Middle Years" 
Death L. -- nTbe Death of the Lio11n 
Fig. C. · -- "The Figure in the Carpetn 
I 
I I ' 
.,, 
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: ' 
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,, CHAPTER I I. 
i • 
. ,
' 
-The three stories treated in this dhapter were all 
'Written prior to. 1890 and SbOW James I groWin"g· interest in 
and development of the narrator., ~ltl1ough nThe Lesson of 
the- Mas ter 11 employs no fi t t · th t i rs perso~ repor er, es ory s 
told from the point of view o.f one of the cbaractersj 1-Jbo 
exhibits similar traits to the narrators of "The Madonna 
of the Future" and ttThe A11tbor of Beltraffio." 
1. nThe Madonna of the Future" ( 187 3) 
One of James' earliest short stories about the artist, 
"The Madonna of the Future" first appeared in the March, 
10 1873, edition of the Atlantic Monthl~ and was later re-
printed in! Passionate PillQ_'im, 2n~ Otbe£ ~~l~ in 1874.11 
Because it is an early treatment of a subject which became 
increasingly. i1npo1""jtant to James tl1e story is especially 
I' 
. 
worthy of notee Even in 1873 mueh of the subtlety which 
' 
_ James would use in l1is highly ambiguous treatment of the 
. 
artist, writer, a~d critic in his later work during the 
1890 1 s is evident. For instance, there is the detached 
.. 
observer-narrator who, despite his detachment, is well 
cha~acte~ized and actually afrects the outcome of the 
story. However, the mysterious H--, sometimes taken to be 
~ ~James himself because of the initial, is not as fully drawn 
; 
.. 7 / 
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r a~ the :first-person reporters or "The Author of Bel traffio," 
''Greville Fane," or ''The Figure-in tl1e Carpet.". -P.ppearing 
- 1· 
also in "'l1he· }1afrlonna of the Future If are certain 11 stock" 
-characters such as bourgeoise Mrs. Coventry, a representa-
8 
a 
1 
-
-t~i~e of artistically: blind society, and ~tbe sat.irJ.e-aJ.J;y---~~~-~, '------------------'-'-"----~ 
·-
. .L_. 
---.; 
-- -
. . •. 
' drawn Italian sculptor of cats and monkeys, who is only 
interested in the sale of his wares. Contrasted to him is 
--~ Tbeotl:l.--ra.,) tbread'bare - American artist, who promises to 
produce the "Madonna of the·Future," copied after his be-
loved Serafina, a woman of questionabl·e morals and sin-
c~rity. What kind of man is Theobald? How are we to feel 
about him? These are the questions we must ask about the 
artist, and the answers grow out of James' clever treat~ 
ment of him. But even more vital here, as in James' other 
stories of writers and artists, is the relationship be-
tween the narrator, in this case a patron of the arts, 
and the artist himself. In studying this question we will 
cite points which James further brings out in his later 
works. 
"" Ori tic al corrnnent, however, bas centered mainly upon 
the character ~f Theobald, to the neglect of the narrator. 
This is, of course, a legitimate m~nner of reading, but 
it does miss much of the story's richness and 1nnuendo. 
Helen Horne, who treats the story in her doctorai-~dis-
sertation, Basic -Ideas of James' Aesthetics, points to 
. 
Theobald as a character concerned with the Platonic Ideal, 
. ~ 
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· !epresented for him by se·raf'ina, his model for the· ttMadonna 
of the Future. nl2 ,., According to Platonic philosophy, his 
appreciation of her bas risen f:rom the particular to the 
absolute so that being in love with· a vision, he d~es not 
13 . 
~..:___---------c----,----~n~o~t. i c e___~ha t. -1iha has---now . g~.gwn- -0-ld-.------ -Sa-y-s---Mi-s-s~ Hor-ne, 
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"Here James sbows·not on~y that he was well acquainted 
with Plato and understood· him·, but also from his entirely 
sympathetic treatment of Theobald that be found in Plato• s 
. 14 philosophy a help to _the ~eve·lopmen·t of bis own. n Al-
though the aging American is a good artist, as evidenced 
by a previous sketch, he is only half a man. He grasps . 
. . · 15 
the ideal, but cannot produce a~t. Both Charles G • 
16 . 17 , Hoffman and Harold T. McCarthy also focus on poor 
Theobald's paralysis., comparing him to John Marcher of 
"The Beast in the Jungle. u In portraying such an artist 
completely unable to ·hrork, James attacks "-the v-Jhole mo-
dern tendency to over-emphasize theory an9 phi~osophy to 
the detri~~rit of the practice of art and ••• 
a kind of plea pro domo(11 says Robert Niess. 18 
presents 
Turning 
from· the· story's philosophical aspe.cts 4 Christof Wegelin 
notes poiµt of view, which he sees as midway between 
European and Amertcan, a point of view detached. Through 
the work, the artist's dilemma is seen from three angles: -· 
. ' (1) that of Theobald, an .il.merican aspirant. to Raphael's ~ "", 
stature, who, feels doomed becatise of his nationality; 
(2) that of Mrs. Coventry,· a woman tvho cultivates artists 
-
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and yet remains ignorant of' art; and (3) that of the Ital-
ian sculptor who with bis ob·scene figures only knows how 
·. to make money in a clever- way. Mr. lvegelin, however, does 
---···· not think that James himself speaks through any of the 
--·~--l9-- .- --~ .... ·-·-· -··· ,. 
- characters, as does F. Oe Mattbiessen, who says the 
. story shows "many oP · the problems of tbe beginning artist, 
., 
and it vibrates with James' peculiarly high spiritual 
20 
notes.n Cornelia Kelley makes an even stronger statement 
that the narra.tor is James himself, "the James of the 
travel reports and art notes. 1121 At the time "The Ma-
donna of the Future" was written, James was trying to 
answer his o,m questions. Must he as an American fail? 
The answer was no, because be, unlike Theobald, exercised 
22 bis will. Discounting the question of nationality, 
Krishna Vaid feels that we are left with the view of 
Theobald as a disillusioned artist, and not one of a 
particula~ nationality. The point or the tale, says Vaid, 
' 
. is "the tragic consequence .for an artist of the severance 
· 23 b t th t Q t} d t; t: • t . . " . e ween aes e 1c 1eory an ar -..... s ~<LC prac ,ice. 
,, 
_The story i tselr is framed in somewhat the same fash-
,:-~ 
ion as The Turn of the Screw. 
A -
At a fashionable-- g-a-tbering 
.where ~he auth9r is. pr~sent, the talk.turns to.artists and 
masterpieces. Presently a well-traveled .--gentleman, known 
to the reader only as H-, repiarks that he· once knew an 
artist wl10 produced only one major work, and did not even 
paint that. 24 . rt is H- then whO narrates the story. The 
'· 
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-o· tale brief'ly is as f'ollot-1s. ff:...., having just arrived in 
. Florence decides to take a walk along the city's crooked 
streets. After a short ramble· be finds himself in a 
" piazza where he meets another late evening walker. The 
two begin talking, and H-' s new acquain-tance turns out 
to be an artist, a very romantic one. Momentarily the 
narrator is fearful that he might be looking only for 
= money, but is reassured that the artist is sincere. He, 
like the narrator, is an American and is profoundly dis-
enchanted with ~is origins: 
0 1'1e're the disinherited of Artt We're con-demned to be superficialt We're excluded from 
the mag1Jc circlet The soil of American per-
ception is a poor little barren a~tificial 
deposit;t Yess, vjeire 1-vedded "'co iraperfecktion1 
An Arnerican 9 to excel 9 bas jtist ·ten ti111es as 
much to learn as a E1.1ropea11i hle lack iche ,. deeper sense! We have neither taste nor tact 
'"nor -Force i How should 1Are' ha ·ve them? Our 
e:eee cr:::<: z ,ca ere::.,..... 
crude and garish climates our silebt past, 
our deafening present 9 the constant p~essure 
abqut us or unlovely condiLions, a~e as void 
of all that.nourishes and prompts and in= 
spires.the artist: as n1y·sadineart; is void of: bitterness in saying sot We poor aspirants 
mu St 11. v e in e r.~- "" J.. - - - ., - -- .2 , - u ' '!\Ii - ~ w1 - 0 l ) ... p · .... ''.fJ 1.:J v U a ..L t: A . ..L .J.. t'.'; \ lvlcl U o J.' • , J! • c... · • 
Tflis statement by Theobald is much like James' own about 
America. as a -- land of 11 no State • " • No so·,rereign, no 
court, • • '=. no clergy l • • • nor manors • • • ; no 
literature ••• , no pictures 112~" and so on. The "have 
' • I 
not 11 list is found in James' Hawthorne,. published in 1879, 
-,l 
only six years aft,er "The l\1adonna of the Future, 0 and is 
similar also to the image of America portrayed in Roderick 
Hudson. With this indictment of: his background, Theobald 
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goes· on. to say that he is presently at work but adds 
r 
-~ 
-· p.roudly that he bas never sold a painting. Later the nar.;. 
--~-- rator meets the. strange artist by chance at tbe Uffizi, 
1 
and is astounded to see by daylight that his looks are so 
..... !": 
. _, 
··-·-
T' 
. l 
,, 
.,,. 
12 
-~q,aggard. With furtbe~ talk, H- disc overs_ that -_thia~-~-==============J 
artist, Theobald, is primarily a theoretician able to 
·bold forth on .moods of critic ism,· the ''exhalation of 
genius., n and idealis1n (pp. 24-26), bu.t he himself is 
totally unproductive. Instead of diligently ~rorking be-
fore his easel, he goes I'rom one museum to another study-
ing the great Madonnas with the hope of one day creating 
bis own masterp'iec e, a Mother and Child u all in perf'ec t 
. I 
line and lovely colour, breathing truth and beauty and 
" mastery" ( p. 27). Not long after the narrator bas struck· 
up a fast friends h'iP with Theobald, he meets Mrs. 
Coventry, 11 an American } .. ady i-19-ose drawinft,-room bad long 
"\" formed an attractive place of· reunion for strangers {Pof 
supposed distinction" (p. 30). Seeing that H_;_ bas come 
. under the influence of Theobald, she tells him how the 
artist-rirst came to Florence promising artistic wonders 
to~ the Americans already there. He was befriended and 
'L. - supported by Mrs.· Coventry's friends, and she herself 
\. 
' 
even·sat for him, only to be insulted by the likeness he 
'j~ 
drei·1. She concludes with a warning to H- not to be. 
. -~-· 
· taken in by tbe fraud. Theobald, of course, when he 
· '.hears ·the indictment accuses Mrs. Coventry of being a 
, ............... , .. 
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J- .,-r ·bourgeoise fraud. Feel·ing that he can trust the narrator,· 
.... .; 
I· 
____ he then invites him to go and meet Sera.fina, 1' 'A beautyi · ... 
1?i th a beautiful soul. 1 u n I This woman's beauty, ' " explains 
Theobald u' is a revelation, a lesson, a morali-ty, a poemt , . 
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visit the subJ~ime woman, who invites them in and talks 
quietly ivi ~h t.bem, inquiring of Theobald's work and prais-
ing his excellent sketch of her deceased baby banging on°.:a 
nearby wall. But the narrator is puzzled. Being thickened 
and ~oarsened by tbe years, Serafina is hardly young 
enough to represent the Blessed Virgin, and be is astonished 
when Theobald explains that he will ~inally ask berto sit 
· for birn. "' Do you mean she has never done so yet?'" he 
~ 
asks in amazement. No, Theobald has only taken notes and 
gathered_a "'.grand fund~ment~l impression.•" u'I'Jiy poor 
friend, 111 exclaims H-, " 1 you 1 ve dawdledt She's an old, 
old woman -- for a maiden mother'" ( p. 39). This is the 
turning point of the story,. the moment when Theobald 
realizes that he has been blind, that he has spent bis 
life contempl-ating sornething tbat will now never be, and 
'· , that be himself has grown old in the process. When he is 
brought face to .. face w·i th. the cruel facts, Theobald de-
clines bo.th .Physically and psycl1ically. .For a number of 
days. H- ~ees no sign of him about the city ~and_ becomes 
concerned for him. Not knowing his address he returns to 
. 
) 
.se~afina's, where. be finds, not only the woman but a male 
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· - caller, himself an artist of sorts. Unlike Theobald., hotr1-
-ever, this clever Italian has produced scores of obscene 
figurines sbo1-1ing cats and monkeys in "different phases 
the amoro·us advance and the· amorous alarmH ( p • 
provides an ironical twist to the story, especially since 
Serafina is hardly cast in a pure light. Although she 
frankly distrusts the narrator, she does give him "1'1heo-· 
bald's address, and a visit to the artist reveals a totally 
dejected man wb o ·hardly remembers l1i s friend. He has tried 
to paint but has been· 11nable to· apply the brush. "' You 
were right, 1 " be says, '"'I'm a da~.rdlerl I'm a failure1 I 
shall do nothing more in this world. You opened my eyes, 
l ,. 
"-.land though the truth is bitter I bear you no grudge. 
Ament I- 1 ve been sitting here for a week face to face 
with !t, the terrible truth, face to face with the past, 
with my weakness and poverty and nullity. I shall never 
touch a brusht I believe. I've neither eaten nor slept. 
Look at tba t canvas t '" ( p. 48). The canvas is blank.-- ·· 
- . 4 
Not long afterwards Tl1eobald is dead of qrain fever, and 
, 
of the few people a.t,c. his funeral, Mrs o Coventry is 
strangely enough, one, v.rbile Serafina is absent. Before 
be leaves Florence, however, the narrator meets Theo-
bald's Madonna at the church of San Lorenzo, where she 
bas: bought him nine days Mass. The story is neatly c·o·n-
cluded a-s H- by chance passes the clever Italian sculp-
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tor's shop and recalls his cynical remark., " 1 Cats and 
.. 
morikeys, monkeys·arid cats -- all human life is tber~t'" 
(p.· 51). Krishna Vaid criticizes James for making the 
ending too contrived by recalling all the previous ch.a:r-
26 
acters in such a way. William Dean Howells also, in 
an 1875 review, cites a jarring note at the conclusion 
when the figure-maker's philosophy is reiterated. It is 
of little importance and leaves .U.the reader's mind out 
27 
of tune." The ironic contrast between Tb-eobald and ~ 
Serafina 1 s other artist friend has also provided some 
room for critic al comment. Helen Horne sees the two mefi · 
as incomplete. If they were combined into one artist, 
be would possess integrityfand would be successful. 28 
Miss Kelley goes one step :further ,by saying, 11 The t'wo 
characters represent the two sides which James felt in 
himself, and the story is devoted to showing the futility 
of Theobald's side which talked and lamented but did not 
. 29 
act." 
" 
- . As we ·have seen from the critical material, there is 
/ , ... 
much room for speculation on the structure of tbe tale and 
the 
. . f- -
character of Theobald, but with later stories in mind, 
·let us study the interaction of' the narrator and .. • .L aru1S v. 
In many o.f James I s toJ:ies of writers and artists the nar-
~' 
rator or person from whose point of view the tale is told, 
holds illusions about himself which color his perspective 
even to tb~ point of rel!~ering him un~rus tworthy, as in 
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-''The Author or Bel traffio," and usually these -self-1llu-
$iohs are closely co~nected with the character's ego. 
, 
Sinc·e the narrator of nThe ·J1adonna of the Future'0 is not 
so fully _characterized as later na1~rators, we lack c"oni-
plete knowledge of his self-illusions and the extent of 
his ego. But James does not portray H-- entirely favor-
ably; nor does be cast Theobald in an altogether favorable 
light. The two receive a _goodly helping of James' typical 
ambiguity. 
-
. ' 
, 
The narrator's most obvious quality is his adeptness 
• .:. ~·" • •. l, 
at story-telling. Since he is to relate a stran~e tale 
' ' .. ' 
about .~a. man .totally unfit to live in the world's reality, 
be creates an almost unearthly atmosphere by using two 
methods: the imagery of enclosure arid spiritual_ allu-
sions. The first s~rves to cut Theobald off from life 
~ 
· while the ·second forms an ideallstic aura. around him. 
Immediately striking to the reader is the frequency of 
narrow passages or steep staircases which lead to en-
closed spaces. The narrator's first stroll is down a 
. 
.. close street which "wandered darkly away out of the little 
square before my hotel and looked as if 1 t bored· into the 
heart of Florence 0 (pp. 18-19). He follows it to a. 
.·, 
piazza where· he meets Theobald. There is the piazza are 
two statues or David and Perseus, an ironic contrast to 
Theobald. First, the figures represent art is tic pro-
ductivity, of which Theobald is ·incapable. Secondly,' the 
. . 
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two heroes were noted for action and bravery. David · 
killed Goii.ath w.hile Perseus did away with. Medusa. H--' s 
'···7 next en.counter with Theoba.ld is in the Tribune of the 
Uffizi, another enclosed area. Furth~ along the nar-
rator says, "The Louvre and the Vatican hardly give you 
such a sense of sustained enclosure as those long pas-
sages projected over-street and stream to establleE an 
inviolate transition between the t1it10 palaces of art" ( p. 
25). Then when the two men visit Serafina, 
at the top of "a dark, steep staircaseu (p. · 
wise, Theobald lives at the top of a "long., 
they 
35). 
steep 
find her 
Like-
stair-
case'1 ( p. 49). Indeed the settings of the various scenes 
of the story are close-quartered, and there is never any 
mention 0~ windows which look out onto the worlde "Ph P. 
--· -
effect, however, is powerful, and does convey the feeling 
along with the fact, that Theobald is cut off from wdrldly 
reality. 
Also there is the narrator's allusion to spiritua1·l--
. 
ism, which furtbe .. r enhances Theobald's idealistic nature. 
The first instance is of course in the title., "The Ma-
donna of the Future." · Then Theobald is portrayed as 
almost worshiping 'his not-yet-painted Madonna. He says, 
111 1nJhen I get home I pour out my treasures into the lap 
of my r1adonna 1 n {p. 30) •. La.ter, when he. takes·nis new 
I 
friend t~ meet Serafina, she is sewing an ecclesia~tical 
garment, a fitting task for her in the artist's eyes 
17 
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( p. 35J. Theobald himself is spoken of ·in re.Ligious terms. 
by Serafina, who declares he ha.s n 1 the heart ·or an angel 
and the virtue of a saint' 11 (p. 43). Jhe woman goes on·to 
' . 
call him a "'man of holy life' n (p. · ·43), " 1 one of the· 
30 ' 
blessed saints'" (p. 44). And it does seem that Theo-
bald bas been a holy man of sorts, devoting himself to 
the worship of an ideal, really a blanl{ canvas. n 1 Poor 
dear strange man, he says his prayers to .;+t1ii ..l. V • explains 
his landlady (p. 49)'. At any rate, through the use of 
imagery and allusion, the narrator • powerfully conveyed nas 
the storyis atmosphere and Theobald's disengagement from 
·-"l"-:,··· ,,,.,., ·:·• 
life. ~ 
Such examples of imagery not only serve to charac-
. 
terize H- as a good story teller, but illustrate James' 
use of allusion to.reinrorce characterization especially 
ii . 
in bis stories of artists and writers. Int th-is relatively 
early work characterization provides an especially inter-
esting study, for it is here that the author excels. As 
11 
mentioned above, some of the characters like Mrs. Coventry 
and the Italian artist are "stock", drawn in bold strokes. 
The reader is initially turne~ against their pettiness, but 
c, 
with the narrator, Theobald, and Serafina, the question is 
I 
more complex, for each· is cast in e. very ambiguous light. 
T 1 .. a.{lDQ'. 
.._, 
··' 
the narrator first, we must admit his good q1..1al-
i ties. For instance, he bas a sincere interest i.n art, 
' I 
evidenced by his frequent visits to the 1 galleries. We can 
'. 
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be sure that be is no- society sham, :ror he is not t~ken 
in by Mrs. Coventry, even though ber indictment of Theo-
bald reinforces some of his own suspicions. He writes, 
"I determined to let ~y judgment wait upon events-. Pos-
sibly she was ri~ht, but if she was wrong she was cruelly 
wrong" (p. 33). ·Such a fair attitude is certainly ad-
' 
mirable. Most noteworthy, however, is the narrator's 
hel1Jfulness, especially after be realizes hot-1 greatly 
bis own remarks have disillusioned Theobald. \'\Jhen the 
shamed artist does not appear for many days, H- becomes 
worried, goes to seek Theobald through Serafina, because 
he does not have bis address. When be discovers the man 
sick and dejected., he realizes be must "drativ him out· of 
the haunted air of the little room it was such cruel 
/ 1.... ___ ,::_ 
'\ irony to call a studio" (·p. 48). So\ the two go once more 
..p 
to .. the museum, but the trip so tires Theobald that he 
collapses upon returning home. S.eeing that his. friend 
1$_ ill, H- sets out for a physician and searches until 
•, ) 
-, 
he has found one. Then during Theobald's wretched siege 
with brain feve-r which ends .,i11 death., thel narrator watches· 
over him car_efully. Fina,lly he attends his funeral., where 
he bravely insults Mrs~ Coventry and never ~eveals that 
Theobald bas painted nothing (p. 50). • 
Notice, however, that the narrator's compaBsionate 
--qualities are brought· out more toward the -end of the 
story. At the beginning he sometimes seems almo(t in-
~- ,,:...l 
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· human. Initially he cultivates Theobald's friendship, 
not because he is sincerely· interested i"n the man but be-
cause· the artist is amusing _(_p. 24), a curiosity. His 
-,·~-, 
,,.,, .. , ·~ 
interest., however, does d~velop 1~1 th t·ime., but the nar-
·20. 
rater never learns the grace of tact with Theobald. In-~~~~~~­
stead, his remarks about art and Theobald himself often " . 
verge on the profane. He makes his first tactless com~ 
ment at the ~ffizi galleries, where Theobald is adoringly r~~ 
contemplating Raphael's Ivladonna of the Ct1air. After he 
hears his companion idealistically exclaim over the 
beauty of the subject, the narrator says, "'Don't you 
imagine ••• that he had a model, and that some pretty 
yo_ungwoman --'" {p. 25), at which point be is inter-
rupted by an indignant .,,Theobald. But his first remark 
is not sufficient; ·H- must criticize an idealist like 
Theobald as n,a gentleman wbo says to Nature iri the per-
son of a beautiful girl: 11 Go to, you're all wrongt"'" (o. 
... 
26). Al though he claims his remarks are to draw the 
artist out,)he does realize that he is angering his 
... · friend, but this ·aoes not stop him from malring the cruel-
est remark of all. After finding-how much Theobald 
esteems the Madonna subject, H- says that in Raphael's--
time " 1 there was ••• a demand for the Blessed \Tirgin. 
• • • 
·-,.- .... 
I'm afraid there's no demand now 111 (p'~· \27). This 
final remark elicits a stare from Theobald. Not only is 
H- tactless but he suffers from other symptoms of social 
" ,. 
. .... , ....... 
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maladroi tnesS-···as when he visits Seraf'ina with Theobald 
and rudely decides to kiss. the 1t1oman1 s hand, not as a 
simple gesture ·of gallantry, but as a means of deter~in-
ing the kind of woman she is. ,f Serafina, bov1ever, wbo is 
more perceptive tl1an H- realizes, withdraws her band 
-~----~_ Tand -gives a s-tiff curtsey ( p. 38) • 
·when he visits the 
• 
Italian woman a second time be finds her entertaining 
another artist. At this point Serafina is cast in the 
most severe light, and the reader is nearly as convinced 
as the narrate~ that she is a prostitute, merely taking 
advantage of Theobald's afrections. Her social status, 
however, is insignificant when compared to her warm human 
quality. She, unlike the narrator, seems to understand 
Theobald completely:~ 
.,.. \ 
"The world has so little kindness for such personso It laughs at them and despises 
them and cheats themo He's too good for 
this wicked lifeo lt's his blest imagina-
tion that he finds a little Paradise up here in my poor apartmento If he thinks so, how 
can I help it? He has a strange belief -- . 
really I ought to be ashamed to tell you --
that I 1'lesemble the 11adon11a Sant:tssin1a, heaven forgive mel I let him think wh~t he .._., pleases so long ·~sit makes him happy" (Pe 43) ._ 
Unlike 'Serafina, however, the narra·tor cannot "' let him 
think wba t l1e pleases so long as it makes him happy,'" 
and this constitutes tbe main difference between the two 
characters and their relations with Theobald. The woman 
recognizes the necessity or illusion, while tbe narrator 
seems almost to delight in disillusioning the poor arti~t. 
f ' 
f 
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Ultimately he rl.lins Th
0
eobald' s life, !'or even though the 
artist has accomplished nothing concrete before be meets 
H-, he is a happy raan, content to enjoy bea11ty, theorize 
on the great masters, and adore his Serafina. After Theo-
bald:has displayed his beloved Serafina to his new friend, 
' . ' 
------- -
e ex·p ans ·a~-he wi~I noiv ask her to model .for him.-
The narrator is dumbfounded that she bas not done so be-
,-
fore and be exclaims " 1 You·1ve· dawdledt She's an old, old 
woman -- for a maiden mother' u ( p. 39). Theobald reacts 
with gaping surprise, n'Are you joking?'", and the nar-
~-- ~' 
nator continues., "'1rlby my dear fellow, I suppose you don't 
take her for a11ything ·but mature? 1 " " 1 Am I blind?'" im-
. 
plores the artist. We no1~ see the world of one man 
crumbling around his ears, but instead of trying to help 
him, the narrator continues to attack, stupidly s~re he 
is doing the right thing. "Then at last I understood 
the i!filllensity of his illusion. = = = Tt struck me almost 
as a kindness now to tell him the plain trutb. 1 I should 
- . be sorry to say you' re blind,'" he tells Theobald, "' but 
I think you're rather unfortunately decei,,ed._ Y.ou•ve lost 
time in effortless contemplation •. Your friend was once 
young and fresh and virginal; but you see that ·rnust have 
been some years ago'" 0 (pe 39). Seeing; _the man's face, 
I. 
H- finally, but too late, realizes what he has done and 
trying to und6 it offers· Theobald money for a finished 
Madonna. But by this time he can11ot prevent the fi~al, 
22 
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awful realization for Theobald. " 1 Old -- old 1 'n the 
artist-stupidly repeats. n,_rf she's old what am.I? If' 
her beauty bas .faded i-1bere, ~1r1here is my strength? Has 
life been.·a dream? Have-I worshipped too long? Have 
I loved too well?'". ( p. 40). The narrator now tries to 
e.xcus e---hims elf i.-n - his-c'"onsc i ence. -0 -Tha t--the --c-hord~-of_ 
illusion should have snapped at my light accidental 
touch showed how it bad been weakened by excessive ten-
sionn (p. 40). But his touch has bee11 too·prolonged 
to .be completely accidental. .Instead it illustrates a 
lack of' insight, a lack of humaneness. The narrator of 
'' The It1adonna of the Future.," hov1eve r, unlike many of · 
James 1 other story-tellers., is -partially absolved be-
c'ause -of his realization and change toward more compas-
sion. Furthermore., his meddling, which bas such a 
catastrophic effect on Theobald, is not a cruel facet 
of his egot_ism but is simply a lack o.f insight into 
human nature. This. insight he gains by the end of the 
story, especially in the way he handles Mrs. Coventry~ 
/' 
When she asks about Theobald's artistic remains., he re-
plies that the Madonna is bis, and he will never show 
it to her. n,You wouldn't·understand he1'"t'" he says. 
James, however., does not con.fine his st1btleties of 
charac·teriza tion to the narra to:r. Theobald, al though· he 
does leave a sympathetic impression, is also portrayed 
~-.... in an ambiguous light, both_ as an artist and as a man. 
t ·-. 
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- . . I He does have some artistic talent 1ewidencEid by 
I 
I 
·chalk drawing of Serafina' s c hi:J..d., who 1/died in 
,/ 
I 
- . 
his red 
~n-Pancy. 
-The narrator, wbo as we \·gather from the story, is knorATl-
edgable about art says, "It had ·been thrown off with 
singular freedom and directness, but.was none the less 
24 
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gance and grace, which yet didn't weaken its expression, 
recalled the touch __ of Co1')reggio" ( p. 37). Mrs. Coventry, 
of course, ac~uses. him of not kno1r1ing " 1 the very alphabet 
of drawing'" (p. 31), but we can discount ber comment as 
growing out o.f vanity, since s l1e was displeased with the 
likeness Theobald drew of her. But the artist has not 
been ab,le to produce any work besides the bambino. · His 
failure, furthermore, grows out of his human make-up 
rather than his artistic f ~ho~tcomings. Theobald is 
basically an inactive sort and actually seems to search 
for avenues away from his work, in the guise of contempla-
tion and note-taking. As he walks about Florence gazing 
at art treasures, he says "'I'm at work!'" (p~ 2:i). He 
continues., n,r confess that I am in one of those moods 
when great things seem ~ossiblet This is one of my --
shall I say inspired? -- nights' tt (p. 22). As far as 
artistic productivity is concerned, however, the rt1ght is 
wasted. Somehow in bis indictment of his own American 
. " 
background the reader detects Theobald searching for an 
excuse for his lack of productivity. u,An American, to 
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excel, has just ten times .as much to learn as a Eu:ropean 1 " 
{p. 21-). Yet be seems to .frov1n on· productivity, a further 
reinforceme11t to his inactive st_{?.te. When H- .asks. abou~ 
his work, he replies that he has not produced '' 1 in the 
vulga:t'l) s,ense'", that l1e has '''never sold a pictt1re'" (p. 
22). Theobald, in other words, is an extreme romantic, a 
man unable to face reality or cope with the world as it 
is. When·he is forced to do so, he dies -- fittingly of 
brain fever -- since it is his mind, not his body, which 
•• I 
We m.ay(:~gonclude from a study of "The Iv1ad6nna of tbe 
Futuren that James is developing an attitude to""rard l1is 
,\ J 
cbarac ters., an- ambiguous attitude., which will. become more 
complex in the later stories of artists and writers. First 
....__ 
of all, it is the narrator, or the person from whose point 
of view the tale is told, who bolds the key to the story. 
'· It is most often through his eyes, which are sometimes 
clouded, that we view the artist. Therefore, in order to 
/' 
see ·the events clearly, we must uncloud the narrator's 
eyes and get a look for ourselveso The object af the 
narrator's~ observations, the artist himselr, is not with-
out fault, not completely pure b·ecause o-r his aestheticism. 
He·often bas, instead, very deep~seated human faults, 
which may inhibit bis art, or his life, .and even render ~-·· i 
hifil~=~distasteful person •. Al though H-, the· unn,amed 
narrator, and Theobald, are treated with relative sympathy 
•. , ! --· .,', ~ . 
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_ by James, th·ey do exhibit traits which will· lat.er appear· 
in stories of' t be sa.'lJ.e genre • 
2. "The Author of·~eltrafrio" (1884) 
---- - ---------- .-~ ----,--'-----
Of all James' stories about artists and writers, "The 
Aut-bor of Bel t11la"f?ion is one. of the strangest. Written 
'~ eleven years after "The ~1adonna of the Future," it illus-'" 
trates the author's great strides in subtle characteriza-
tion, especially of' the· narrator, and in ''The Author of 
Beltraffion a clear perception of bis character is impera-
tive for understanding. Previously I have pointed out 
bo1"1 ambiguousl'jr. Ja1nes has drawr1 his "rradonna" narrator 
while still retaining sympathy .for him. In "The Author 
of Beltraffio.," however., the narrator's ego is so over-
rid·ing, his delusions of his own import.ance as a guest of' 
Mark Ambient so .great, that by the end of the story the 
J.r· discerning reader · bas lost any respect for him. Critics, 
... --,/ however., have for the mo~t part missed· Jara.es I artistry in 
· handling ·the narrator, have t~ken his repcirts seriously, 
-~ 
and have concentrated on the character of Mark Ambient, 
the author. 
·• JI 
r 
•;.;•. 
The June-July, 1884, issue of the English Illustrated··'· 
' -~ 
-
Magaz! . .13.~ :rnaflkecl trle .s.1to.ry 1 s first appearance, and it; -cias 
· later included wi tr1 four others in a book published in 
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. · . 31 --1885 under the title of "irhe- Author -or Bel traffio. ft. . ....... , As 
James tells us in the 1-1arch 26th, 1884, entry of his n·ote-
book, be was given the idea for t-l1e story b:v Edrn1111d Gosse, 
who told him about a writer, J.A.s.,·~Jthe initials fo1., John 
12 
Addington Sy.m.onds), - whose worlcs were despised by ·his 
.I 
wife. From tl1is donnee Ja1nes goes on to develo1=> an 011t-z:rt: ~ 
line for nThe .Autho1.., of Beltra.ffio, n concluding with a 
''.All this would require prodigious 
delicacy of touch; and even then is very probably too 
gruesome. " 33 However, because within the next four months 
such a story appea.red in print., we may surmise that James 
applied his ''delicacy of touch" and toned dotvn the horror.· 
He may have done so by treating the narrator ironi-
-_ cally, placing most of the story's horror within him 
rather than wi tl1in other members of the A1nbient household. 
If James did employ this method, it deserves critical 
_attention, but; as I have pointed out, most critics shy 
away from examining the narrator and turn instead to Mark 
Ambient., his wife, and their conflict over little Dolcino, 
which ends in the child's death. Pbili'P Rai1-v calls·A.rnbi-... 
ent nthe very best portrait in fiction of the English 
gentleman=aestbete of' the late Victorian age. ri 34 Rebecca 
' 
West, on t11e otljer hand, is· shocked tl1at Henry James . 
would recog11ize "anything so second-rate as this Decadent 
. 35 Movement of the late eightie.s and early nineties." · The 
"art :for art's sake" n1o_vement may have had "'its- decadent 
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a4 · aspects, but decadence is -hardly_ our total impression of 
Mark Ambient. .Instead,- he is a handsome gentleman., a 
succeasfu~ author, and· a family man. He ~as had early 
glory being only thirty-eight when his.most famous work, 
Beltraffio, is published, and be still bas his youth~t · 
least in appearance. Says the na1"ra ·tor, "He looked to 
· me at once an English gentleman and a man of genius •• • • ' 
There was ·a brush of the Bohemian in bis fineness" (p. 55). 
His material success is evidenced in his home at Surrey 
,, 
and the fact tba t he 01-ms another in London, . using the 
col1ntry cottage onJ_y to escape the city ''Season." In bis 
personal life Mark Ambient seems the devoted father, 
" 
loving frail Dolcino, whom his wife guards so jealously. 
As an au~hor, he is still developing, realizing past 
errors, and hoping to instill new ideas in bis forth-
coming work. u, I want to be truer than I've ever been, ,n 
·he says ( p. 75). His life is complicated, _powever,. by 
t.he struggle with bis~ ~rif'e over the possession of their 
,. 
little son, guarded by his beautiful bu~ ~ossessive mother 
against wba table believes is her husband's pagan worship 
' 
of beauty. Queritin Anderson, who examines t_be couple· 
together, sees both as guilty of appropriating; Mark 
appropriates beauty while his wife appropriates right-
eousness in the same way. Both, says An~erson, are greedy 6 . 
and demonic, 3 and both are responsible for the death of 
Dolcino, who is a symbol of their social unity, of their 
.. 
• 
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consci·ence. By killing him they condemn themselves to 
deatb. 37 38 Other critics like Eben Bass and Osborn Andreas 
.. look on Mrs. Ambient as the.villain and a spokesman for 
P--- ·- _, -• -·' rua1sn society always suspicious of the artist. Iielen 
Horne, however, wb6se analysis of the story is more eso-
ter-ic, says that· ttThe Author of' Bel traff ion is a·bol1t mo-
rality, the morality of the artist, who sees tbe world 
throug:h his 01,vn vision, and the rnorali ty of convention, 
39 represented by IVlrs. A .. mbient. 
}!any C-r'i tics find· nThe Author of Bel traff io'' lacking 
. in merit mainly because of its unsavory subject-, the in-
direct rr1u1~der of a child by his otvn mother. Tbe narrat·or, 
a young Americ-an armed 1.Ji th a letter of introduction to 
the eminent author, IJiarl{ Ai11bient, manages to be invited 
by the author himself for a weekend · visit at h_is~cottage 
in ·surrey. Upon his arri·val, the narrator is introduced 
to 1\mbient' s lovely wife and the sickly little boy, 
·. Dolcino, whom he· notices irr.rmediatelJr as an object of 
strife between the parents. Later that afternoon, in 
fact., tbe author admits t_bis to bis guest and says, u,As 
for my small· son., you kno'fAr, we shall probably kill him 
bet1;1een us before we 1 ve -done with him! 1 " (p. 63). At 
dinner the narrator meets the fami-ly' s fourth member, 
Gwendolyn Ambient, the writer's sister, whom be describes 
as nso1nething akin to Durer' s Melanch.olia 0 (p. 64). As 
the narrator continues his visit, be discovers· that in 
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·. addition to the parental struggle"· .. ··over Dolcino".," .. ,. Mrs. Ambi-. 
i 
ent does not get on well with ber sister-in-law. 1\Tben 
Dol·cino becomes .ill later that. night, and }1rs-. _Ambient ·_ 
wi-11 not allow her husband to see ·nim, -Gwendolyn eagerly 
' 
tells the narrator about the household strifeo The next 
day~ since the boy is improved, the two men go for a long 
ramble during which Ambient opens both his artistic and 
his personal life, telling the narrator the trutl".1 about 
bis m_arri~ge, hoTAT unsuited in · tempe"Y'>arnents he and his wife 
are, and bow she distrusts him as a pagan. After the walk 
the narrator feels compelled to make Mrs. Ambient read 
her husband's work, and as they talk in the garden, be. 
cruelly pressures her. So after she has put Dolcino to 
bed, Mrs. Ambient comes back downstairs to the library, 
where the narrator is reading, to find the· proof sheets 
·6f 1~1ark 1 s new book. She takes tbem to her room, and that 
evening D~lcino takes such a turn for the worse that the 
ao·ct-or is called. After he leaves 1'·1rs. Ambient bars and 
bolts the door against 1Yiark, locking herself in the room 
where she sits with tbe boy and reads Ambient 1 s· proof 
sheets in only calling fo~ help after she bas 
: .. t --~- .-- allo1rJed the child to pass beyond hope. She bas neither 
"' 1 
... 
< -
. ' 
followed the doctor's orders nor administered Dolcino's 
, 
medicine,... 'YfS:he rs like a wounded tigress 1 1 tt says 11iss 
Ambient4° ( p. 9 3), and in a sense she has killed her own 
son. Mark, however, never finds out the truth, for his 
I 
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sister keeps the ~ecret of his wife's action. Michael. 
.. 41 
.. Swan and Rebecca LAlest f'ind a lack of motive in 1·1rs. 
.-
:-, ·-'· Ambient Is neglect of Dolcino. Miss West adds that she 
,also shows a surprising lack of res-erve since the nar-
,~ ,... 42 
rator is a ivee.k.end. '. visitor· she bas never seen be.fore. 
Matthiessen cites two ~istakes in the story@. First, . 
--
James -lt~8.de Mark Ambient so completely the correct English 
gentleman that he hardly suc~eeds in persuading us that 
1 O rf 43 he had really imagined him as a pagan sensua iste' And 
second, the unreality of th~ story is increased because 
James dramatizes the aesthetic gospel of the 188~ 1 s with~ 
out giving any indication of how much he himself ac-
ceptea.44 
.,, 
_., 
,,.'.1 
Note that all the critics thus far have taken every 
person and every incident seriously. Readers are ap-
palled at. the story's horror·~ while Marlr Ambient and his 
wife are called rivals by some scholars and partners in 
crime by others, but no one bas taken close account of 
'·- ~:..-.-<'r; 
ri 
_} 
the narrator.. Helen I-Iorne goes so .far as to say that he 
is "lightly drawn, n~-5 an error, for be is fully drawn --
as a dishonorable man. Are we to believe his account? 
Because eve~y word is related hy the narrator, we are at 
his mercy, and I believe be is, if not demented, quite 
deluded. If his perceptions cannot be trusted, the reader 
is of course at a great disadvantage in not really know-
i~g the story. So in essence we are faced here with the 
--
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·· problem o:r· · appearance versus reality:· "-> . ' . . that--i-s, appearance 
\ 
. to an unstable narrator suffering from delus.ions about his 
· own egotistical importance, versus ree.lity, i1hich the· 
reader ca~ hardly decide for himself since be has no real 
~" 
inform.ationc r"T,he focal point of the story be,eomes, there-
fore, not what happened at the cottage in Surrey, but the 
narrator's ·own means of,, perceiving situations and char-
acters. As we conJc~i nue to study some of James' later 
tales of artists and writers, we see how often the nar-
rator's illusions about himself color his perception of 
situations. This narrator, however, is a special case, 
for bis illusions verge on insanity. But primary to, and 
perhaps the cause of bis psychological state is the nar-
rator's ego, which 1nanifests itself tbrougbout the story 
in meddling. The narrator is a general failure in per-
sonal relationships because of bad manners and· cruelty, 
in addition to meddlesomeness. In most of his conversa-
tions with Mrs. Ambient, his lack of tact is astounding. 
When she explains that she is not artistic, be replies 
!-..,,,, 
saucily, "' I'm very sure you're not ignorant., not stupia,,n 
~-Immediately put on tbe derensive, 11rs. Ambient replies, 
I 
·""I'm very different from my husband ••• _• Your liking 
me isn't in the lea·st necessaryl '" He rudel-y replies,· 
"'Don't de.fy mel ,n (p. 61). Granted, Mrs. Ambient is .a 
bit curt, but bis rema~ks are hardly those one should make 
to a hostess. One day be even goes uninvited into Ambi-
I 4 
<,, 
I 
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. . · ¢'" 
ent~s study and freely rummages among his books. HoweveP, · 
his gr·ossest and most cru·e1 act is his attempt to re-
l 
· concile the Junbiex1ts' con:flic t by guading Beatri,~e into 
reading her husband's manuscript. 1~[ben 11ark returns, the 
narrator admits bis interrerence,. saying, uHe-took my· 
meddling very good-naturedly11 (p. 8'l). 
One critic who bas not let the subtley drawn narrator 
elude him is Donald Reiman. Mr. Reiman, however, .sees 
the man's malignity··as a pri1ne force in the story., .even, 
accusing him of subtley plotting Dolcino's murder by bis 
mother. He deliberately sets up the conditions by rorc-
ing 1'·1.rs. Ambient to read her husband's manuscri·pt, know-
ing full well what the consequences will be'->;· He and 
Gwendolyn., his accomplice., then sit back and enjoy 'the 
.. 
tragedy they have set in motion, even making it more 
dramatic by sending Mark himself for the doctor.46 
Reiman, however, does not excuse Ambient of all guilt, -
for be has influenced the young admirer by his 01r.1n 
aesthetic ·pose. Mark's will, in the final analysis, is 
tbe cause of Dolcino 1 S ~eath.47 Although this critic 
bas made some unusual strides in understanding the role 
of the Jamesian narrator;,l_J think be bas read too much 
malice into Ambient' s young admi1~er, 1r1ho is more mental-" 
ly ill than deliberately demonic. As we have seen above, 
he does have an over-developed ego, which colors bis 
.. 
perception. Frankly, he is unable to cope ~rith reality. 
·.i •,• 
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For instance, his perception of life as an imitation, as 
art, is immediately evident, and Professor Reiman ·points 
to this as proof. that the nar1··ator is more co:mmi tted 
. · than Ain.bient to the gospel of' art. 4B ThrOugh the use 
of in1agery and ar~tistic allusion, the narrator thrusts. 
His travels, ror instance, do not open his eyes to any 
reality but to tl1e "bel:lu ty or certain pages in the works 
of Ivlark .Ambient." indeed he even imagines having 
walked the streets of Italy with Ambient' s created cbar-,c.; 
acters (p. 53). In England everything strikes him as a 
reproduction of "something that existed primarily in 
art or -literature." The Ambient cottage is like a pre-
Raphaelite masterpiece 5 which prepares him for some 
.. 
sort or mystical element (p. 55). Later he remarks to 
Mrs. Ambient, u 1Yo-ur house is like one or, his pictures._,"· 
Some ho~, conscious of wba t he is intimating., s be answers, 
''I don't in the least consider that I'rn living in one 
of his bool{s at allt'" (p. 61)_, But,perhaps one of the 
most remarkable passages comes when the author and his 
guest are walking through the country-side, and the nar-
rator describes the scene in almost the same way as if 
it.were a painting •. The whiteness of the bandy-legged 
geese is "a 'note' amid all the tones of' green." There 
is a "neat little ovai pool, the foreground of a thatched 
and wbi te-washed inn, with a grassy approach. 11 There is 
tr'' . ·~ 
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~lso a foot path which wanders "in a diagonal.n Finally 
__ the· narrator says ,th·at be is struck by the landscape I s 
u~ __ iterary allusions" (p. 74) • 
I _:..., _____ _ 
. , ;.\.-: 
~~--_,!-..,, Even more striking are his descriptions o.f people in 
artistic terms. Jvlark Arabient h·imself is not compared to 
---a--painting, .foP be is the aesthetic agent, but· the ·two ___ _ 
women and Dolcino are. In his mind the narrator places 
the females in different categ_ories by comparing them to 
opposing artistic genre, neo:classical portraiture and 
the Pre-Raphaelite school, and speaks of the "very di.f-
ferent personal paste of the two ladies." fbe use of the 
word- -'J-paste.9 u 'Which means moistened clay used to make 
porcelain, indicates that he considers Beatrice and 
Gwendolyn art forms. Mrs. Ambient, the well-bred and 
beauti.ful lady who always wears white, has the 11 com-
«;.1\fl:\!l,1.'\,l'l.1'J L') \'] t'." I,·'\\ 
position" of a Reynolds or a Lawrence, two fashionable 
portrait painters of the eighteenth century (p. 66). 
She is also said to have a ttredundantn scarf like the 
"heroines of G~i~.sborough or Romney~" The allusion to 
these two painters adds to the narrator's croncept of 
Beatrice as a cool, nee-classical type, opposed to ~be 
more emotional Pre-Rapha~lite. Miss Ambient, on the 
other. J:1and, is said to be medieval, "r-'lichael-Angelesque, 11 -
and fifteenth century, and would make up "very well as 
a Rossetti" (p. 65). _ 1.iith these images the ·narrator is 
able to put her in closer sensibility" with her brother 
• I .' 
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and to point up -her mystical, sybilline influence.- Al-
though be thinks" . ,.he,r unattractive, his perception of c.n.e.r ... " .. ·::::~::::-4::: . · 
,. 
in these artistic terms corresponds to his o't"'in romantic 
temperament and· t;'acili tates l1is belief of her. strange 
word~. The boy Dolcino, too, !s described in artistic 
~- n-arrator remarks to the boy's father, n I He's so beauti-
ful, so fascinating •. He's like some perfect li ttl·e work 
of art' n (p. 63)-. Indeed his beauty is remarked upon 
throughout the story, but near the end, the narrator\ 
emphasizes that it increases as his health declines (p~ 
82). Finally, the last time the narrator sees the boy 
and bis mother together, he-\Sees them as a I"1adonna and. 
child, a family portrait Sir Joshua Reynolds might paint. 
This last image perhaps is connected with "Beltraffio," 
an Italian aenaissance artist whose most famous work 
,; .. 
•. Jo. 
was a "Madonna and Child." 
Another critic who has ·noticed the problem with the 
narrator of uTbe Author of Bel traffio_~, is James Scoggins. 
Disagreeing with Reiman, be sees tQe young man as a 
compulsive fool rather than a malicious murderer. In 
. ].. ' 
one of his prefaces James spoke of a "'Necessity of 
Fools'"., persons who are the move1·s of action but are of 
little worth themselves. The narrator., claims Scoggins, 
is such a fool, no·t c_ontriving but compulsive., actually 
stupid. 49 SuCh a reading surely decreases some · of tbe 
.. f - t l 
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tale·, s gruesomeness. If there is a question of the .au-
thenticity of those ghastly ~vents, the story becomes 
~ess horrible ·and more interesting to the analytical 
.. 
reader. As I have pointed out, the narrator's ego, his 
meddlesome nature, and his failure to deal with reality 
\. 
-r-:-1 . . 
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But most inhibi-tirig "is the narrator's own psycho-
logical state, 1r1bich can be diagnosed generally as 
paranoid. In other words, be imagines things, sometimes 
to tbe point of hallucination. Two of his most striking 
visions are "the vicar's wife" and Miss Ambient' s imagined 
" 
statements at the dinner table. When on his arrival he 
sees Mrs. Ambient' s afternoon guest dressed ";n velveteen 
and limp feathers, 0 he imagines her immediately to be 
the vicaress and wonders at length why Ambient, con-
sider~d a profane writer, would be closely associated' 
with the church (pp. 58-59). Later at the dinner table 
he finds Miss Ambient's gaze ~ixed uppn him seeming to 
say, " 1 Do you perceive how artistic·, bow very strange 
and interesting, we are? • • • You surely won't deny that 
we• re remarkable. 1 u ····The silent conversation he imagines 
'becomes so real to the narrator that he says, 11 I was ir-
ritated by her use of the plural pronoun, for she bad no 
right to pair herself with her brother; and moreover, 
• • • I couldn't see my way to • • • include Mrs. Ambi-
•; 
ent" (p. 67).· All this, and not a word bas been uttered. 
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Our naJ?rator also suffers ·rrom some persecution hallucina-
tions. ·For instance, he .feels that Iv!rs. Ambient does not 
like h-im. As be sits 'tvi th her in the garden, he says, 
nTben I suspected, • • • th.at the poor lady ·:rel t small 
. . i . . 
ta·ste for her husband's so undisguised disciple. • • • 
-------------- - -- --- . -·- -- ------------ -.--=.~ ~--_-_ ---_:c --~- ~ ... =-=====±~==--:..::='----
a depraved, young man whom a perverse Providence bad 
dropped upon their quiet lal-rn" {p·p. 82-83). True, lA.Jls. 
Ambient probably does not have a great love for him, but 
the narrator ha.s imagined raore detailed and stronger. 
distaste·. 
And so we have the narrator, our major stumbling 
block in understanding nThe Author of Bel traffic. n He 
-
. ·drive~i people away t,1ith bis ill.:Lmanners, ·his cruelty, 
,:.1 
,..·. 
and his meddling. But most interesting is his dementia., 
which finally negates tbe authenticity or his impressions 
and much of. his information. U11fortunately, most critics, 
even Reiman and Scoggins, fail to recognize the narrator's 
mental state. Since we have only the narrative of a 
maladjusted, even sick man, a concern with the events 
themselves leads to no end. Therefore we must focus 
' upon tbe man himself. One's only problem,~however, in 
studying this nar1,.,ator is a gro~1ing suspicion tbat the 
whole story is an' bJllucination and never happened at 
all. What a ttprod·igious delicacy of toucbtt by Henry . 
James. 
. ...... 
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"The £esson of the· Master" (1888) . . 
•• --r-- ···-
.~ 
Two stories, ''The Lesson of the !vias ter" and '1The 
Middle ·Years., n of tbe seven treated .in this thesis have 
no first person narrators but are told from the poin-t of' 
··- 39 
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view of one particular character, a writer in both in-
stances. Although the writers differ, we fuay deal with 
tnen1: ,in much the same way, discovering the illusions 
they have about themselves and showing bow these affect 
· their interaction with otber characters. For instance, 
Paul Overt, the young writer who comes so quickly under 
Henry St. George's powerrul influence, has illusions 
about bis own proi-ress as an author and the type of life 
he is entitled to as an artist. The story itself is 
about freedom, the freedom to choose and the freedom 
necessary, for rlourishing art.· Having lost his or her 
own freedom or having taken someone e.lse 1 s liberty· from 
him, each of the three main characters in "The Lesson of 
th~-Master" is a failure in life as well as in art.· Miss 
Marian Fancourt, the o~ject of both writers' fancies, is 
insincere, trying to be something she is not. H~nry St. 
George, als6 irisincere, is a poor artist and above all 
:.1:1 
an ~overriding egotist eager to control the lives dr 
otberse Anrl la.st poor Paul Overt in. addition to being 
an artist of questionable quality quickly compromises 
·-
\ 
with social convention and as a result is easily deceived 
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by sham. James' notebook entry for January 5, 1888., 50 
reveals the plot ror nTbe. Lesson of the lVIas ter.," which 
appeared in tbe Universal Revie~, July 16 through August 
,· 15 of the same year. The . "Lessonn also served ·as the 
~ 
. 
' ~ title story for a voltime·of six tales published in 1892. 
nThe Lesson of the 1v1aster" receives some. of its high-
.. 
est praise from R. P. Blackmur, who considers it the best-
of James' fables of' artists and i"1ri ters. 11 It most nearly 
. joins the issue of' the ideal and the actual, n says Black-
52 
mur. JYirs. Q. P.. Leavis also praises the story, es-
pecially its element of drama which builds up tension 
53 within the reader as t~ how the story will end. But 
Mrs. Leavis, like so many other critics, tries to find f*, 
a personal statement by James in his work. She concludes 
that ''The Lesson of .. the Master" and Hrrhe Jolly eorner" 
"are both attempts b~, James to justify to himself the 
line be took.," and that St. George and Overt., his foil, 
· are two sides of James I potential • .54 The l'ltory, wbich 
covers a little more than two years in time, takes the 
. q 
. 
reader from an English country estate to· the s,ociety life 
' of London to Switzerland and ba.ck again t·o->London. .Paul 
overt, a young but supposedly promising -writer, is in-
vited to a weelrsnd· · bouseparty at the country estate., 
·. ·. Summersof't, 1 wher1e · -in addition to him, there are many 
celebrated personalities in a brilliant gathering. Among 
them are a distinguished military man, General Fancourt, 
. 1. •.• \ 
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·MB charming daughter Marian, and of most. interest to 
--
__ Overt.9 ~the 1i\rell--kno1qn author, - Henry Ste Georg~-,~ ....... ,,_.!.~thougb 
he is in~ tally most impressed by the presence of St._ 
George and desperately wants .. an interview 1~1i th him, Overt 
is very soon tal{en w-itb r1 is·s Fancourt. However., he no-
tices that St. George is very att~ntive to the· girl, even 
though l1is wife is also at Sunnnersoft. With the help of 
the General I s introduction Paul does have a few minutes -~--
with I1iss Fancourt, d~ring which she is full of praise 
' for St. George, and later that night in the smoking room 
the young man has a long and interesting talk witb the 
\] 
I\ 
Master himself. In addition to praising Paul' s work, St. 
·' 
'··-· .. ·:: ., 
George v1arns him of the same kind of life he himself has 
led. "'Look at 1ne well, take my lesson to heart -- for 
it is a lesson •••• Don't become in your old age what 
I have in mine 919- the depressing, the deplora.ble illus-
tration of the wo~sbip of false godsl'" (po 115). This 
is the ftlesson" i-1hicb hereafter motivates Overt' s actions, 
and it is-the message which some critics, such as F. o. 
Matthiessen pave taken quite seriously. The choice St. 
George asks Overt to make is between II the 't'lorld and· the 
'" .. ' ---··-•-, -- _,, ,. 
- f"• , · 55 · 
supremely exacting mistress of art." Soon after every-
·one bas returned to London Paul sees Miss Fancourt with 
St. George, and he is fortunate to receive tv10 invita-
tions, one to !·{iss Fancourt 1 s home and another to St. 
George's for dinner. The first be accepts with extreme -
41 
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p·leasure and has a delightful afternoon talking with 
C 
Marian abou,t perfection, ideals, "I us1..1al, ·""1t George. ana as 0 • 'I-.., 
'-r~,._,,
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When he C 0111e S away, Paul realizes be is nearly • in love 
with the girl and gle~Tully looks forward to a second 
--. 
visit, Meanwhile, Miss Fancourt in~orms Paul that St. 
- ---·-· ---------Ge ot?g e has decided· to cease caii-ing- on her (p. 129). 
The cli1r1B.x of the story, however, c9mes .a.fter Paul bas 
had dinner at the st·. George's and is invited by the \ 
author to linger in his study for a long talk, during 
which St. George lays bis soul bare admitting not only 
his dissatisfaction with bis work but the unhappiness in 
:·····to; bis marriage. Portraying himself as a prisoner of his 
wife, he paces the length of the windowless study she· 
bas b1,1il t for him. His life is n' a kind or hell,'" ad-
mi ts the writer (p. 133). In creating counterfeit wo.rk, 
St. George has lost "'The sense of having done the best 
-- the sense which is the real life of the artist and 
the absence of which is bis death, of: having drawn from 
his intelle.ctual instrument the finest music that nature 
had hidden in it, of having played it as it· s·nould be 
played•" (p. 135). But St. George's most powerful in-
dictment is not against himself., but against marriage. 
It, be claims, is the root of all evil for the writer, 
for a woman can never understand. When he entices Paul 
,v--., 
to admit his feelings for ii.fi.ss Fancourt, St. George says, 
"'iiell, then, give it upr't {p. 139). The idea or ere-
.. 
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ating cannot coexist id.th marriage. At this«·point in the 
· story Parker Tyler sees the signif'icance or name symbol-
ism, claiming tbat·St. George bas slain the dragon of 
I , 
marriage placed between .Paul and bis, novertn or upotehtial" 
rame. Paul then becomes like st. Paul armed.with the 
Masteri s gospe1.56 Inspired, Overt now gives up r~!l:'!~ 
Fancourt and goes to· S1vi tzerland, where be puts con-
centrated effort into a new book, which be feels will be ~. 
a good one. Meanwhile, St. Geo£ge 1 s wife dies, and· the 
young man. receives a very stra.nge letter from the author, 
contradicting his previou·s philosophy on the evils of 
, ma__rri~ge. Paul is puzzled and almost decides to return 
home,·· but realizing that his unfinished manuscript has<i 
promise, he remains. When he does return home, however, 
,.,;;,,, 
6 
two years after he has left, be is surprised"' to f'ind 
Miss Fancourt and the I4aster planning ·t1edloc,k. When con-
.fronted· with Paul I s accusation tba t be deliberately led 
him astray, st. G~orge says, "'How could I have forseen 
this hour?'" (p. 149)e And until the end, he maintains 
that he told Paul what he did in order to save him._ I 
. ' 1A1betber or not to believe s·t. George is the story's main 
question. Tyler says that ~Je,:must accept on l{nightly 
. ' 
raith st •. Georgews sincerity, for by showing Paul that 
such a woman as rJJ:iss Fa1}Co~rt is rr1ore accessible to past 
masters than to potential ones, be is teaching him a 
57 
. practical le~son. }1iss !Ior11e also takes a sympathetic 
-- ~· 
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vievi.'" of St .• Geor·ge, saying that be redeems his previous 
. 
. 
compromise ivitb. art and life by returning solely to life 
at the conclusion. Therefore, his marriage does not in-
validate his advice to Pa~i.58 In contrast Walter F. 
Wright calls St. George a "sen-t;;irnental cynic n who is 
. c:'9 destroyed "by his own cynical lrJorldliness. "...., 
Al though his terms arec somewhat paradoxical, I am 
" 
inclined to agree with Wright. Henry St. George is in-
-· . 
deed a cynic and above all insincere. In fact, no char-
acter,·not even Paul Overt, who is tbe least of the three 
evils, is sincere~ The whole a tmo-sphere of the story is 
one of artificiality, and insincerity, eve~ to the point 
of lying, leading up to the moment when Overt suspects he 
has been duped. The gulling, boi1ever, is not al together 
on the part of St. George and Miss Fancourt, f6r the 
young man is also guilt:r. Because at the story 1 s outset 
~--.. 
he is already corrupted by affluence and social conven-
tion, he cannot be saved for a life of pure art. He is 
attracted by.sham and artificiality and cannot tell real 
.fro.m paste. Tbis atmosphere of "paste" or artificiality 
is established frorr1 the very beginning of the story both 
in the setting and the dialogue. Summersoft is formal 
and eighteenth century in style, cut off .from the modern 
world as an island would be, fu""ld on this island are a 
grot1p of people 'tiho talk about II the shabby way Lady Jane 
had treated the Duchess, as well as an anecdote in rela-
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tion to a purchase • • • • made in Paris" (p. 9.9) •• A tone 
of inanity, established so early in the story carries 6"--r== throughout and extends to all the characters, especially 
-~ ... 
~ 
Miss Fancourt. Although Paul perceives her as natural 
(p. 105), and St. George praises her ingenuity and over-
flowing nature (p. 118), Miss Fancourt is of questionable 
sincerity. When she first me.ets Paul, she gushes, n1r•m 
#)':~:. ·. , ' 
. . 
" 
so glad to have a chance to thank you. • • .• I liked your 
book so mucl1. I think it splendid'" {p. 104). She never 
bothers to· specif'y which book, and Paul is so charmed he 
doesn't aslr. During the same conversation she is most 
···probably lying when she puts 1r1ords in St. George's mouth, 
"
1!1e wants so to talk to you' tt (p. 105). Even with such 
conn:nents a{, 111 You talk just like the people in your 
books,'n and n'I've tried to 1ivrite a novel'" (p. 1:06), 
Paul is completely taken in by Miss Fancourt' s beauty . 
and supposed naturalness. When be visits her at home, 
t \ 
her con1 ersati<on is hardly more sensible, but neverthe-
less Paul decides he has-, fall en in love with .ner ( p. 127). 
·Here., boivever, James adds an inte1'"best:tng note. Paul 
notices that most of the paintings banging in Miss Fan-
court's room are naive and then reflects ''tbat naivete· ,-.. 
in art is like a zero in a number: its importance de-
pends on the figure it is united virith" (p. 127). This· 
touch indicates that Miss Fancburt, although she is try-
ing to b;r sophisticated and knowledgable about art, is 
. . . 
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actually naive and is thus trying to be something wl1ich 
she is not.· Through the story's first part sbe is shown 
with only · a touch of ambiguity o It is not u11til her 
' 
-dinner party tv-10 years later ~rben Paul returns,. that she 
is shown in a most scathing. light. Her conversation is 
nonsensicalo She can only produce a simpering sraile. 
Twice she says that her "father told her be had just re-
turned to England and can only add how "kind," how \..Jtcharm-
ing" for him to have come. At this poin·t Paul gradually 
realizes what kind or girl she • is. "He seemed to read 
that it cost her nothing to speak to him in that tone" 
· (p.· · 147). "She was so happy that it was almost stupid 
-- a disproof of th~ extraordinary intelligence he had 
.formerly f'ound in her" (p. 148). But- it is too late. 
Paul Overt bas already been gulled, not only by Miss 
Fancourt but by St. George. 
., 
Tbe r~iaster is the most obviously insincere and com-
promising with society's and his wealthy wife's values. 
St. George is· also guilty of misreprese11ting his si tua- .... 
t_i-0n as V'lorse than it is, of trying to find excuses for 
his own ·inferior 1-1ork. In his first chat with Paul be 
blames his c·ountry house at Euston for bis bad'· books .~.and 
.. 
makes only allusions to bis disenchantment with Mrs. St. 
George. Later, boivever, be actually indicts his marriage 
as the cause for his literary and artistic failure •. Al-
though he presents a plausible case, the reader~cannot 
.. .',-,., ... , ... , ..... ,.--. ---:!;,-~-: _;..·. 
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possibly agree with him. Some critics, however, have 
taken St. George's feelings as those of James, an im-
possible_ vie, ..,.- I.f Ralph Limbert in "The I'Jext 'T1ime" can 
produce excellent artistic work, try as he will not to, 
tii tb a wife and ~everal little chil.dren-, so St. George 
~ ·. 
is wrong in making s1.,eeping generalizations about matr__._i--=--~'---'--'-~--'--'------... 
l. 
many. We might also question the truth of some of his 
praise for Paul, since he has read only twenty pages_~of 
the young man 1 s book in a mere fifteen minutes and bas 
already decided that Overt is brilliant (p. 117). How-
ever, knowing·wbat sort of reinforcement a budding young 
author needs, St. George sees praise as the most ef-
ficient means of controlling Overt. By the tim~ the· 
A .,, ~ two men have their midnight tete-a-tete in tbe Master's 
study, St. George can be sure of Paul's feelings for 
Miss Fancourt. In fact, he makes the young man admit 
his- love (p. 138). Considering the kind of egotist St. 
George is, it is easy to see that he wants no one else 
around those people whose lives he controls. Conse- · 
. ~ quently, his personal expose before Paul is geared solely 
to dupe him, to turn bis affections away from the girl 
and toward his v1ork, in other words, to remove him as a 
.. 
- . 
second influen
1
ce upon 1'-1iss Fancourt. During bis first 
talk i-1i th Paul be.fore the younger man has made any direct 
advances with Ii.lissa .. Fancourt, St. George's advice is 
,. largely against the market place with some allusions to 
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married ·life. . Most of their talk, however, is about t.be 
charm of Miss Fancourt. It is in their second confronta-
. tion after the Master knows o:f Paul's visits.and affec-
tions for Miss Fancourt that be so violently .attacks 
women, wives, and children. i~1en he bas thoroughly con-
48 
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the l.ife which others enjoy, St. George pleads, n 1 Let me 
see before I die the.thing I most want, the thing I yearn 
\. 
for' It ( pp.. 140-141) 8 '£he young man seems almost in a 
trance. "' I want to· 1·1 ve, 'u he breathes. St •. George 
then brings up a statement by Paul at Sunnnersoft, when 
the young man said that he would do anything the Master 
asked. Now St. George has made his conquest. "'Lord, 
what things I shall have to dol'" Paul moans as be leaves 
(p. 14,1). Two years later, when Paul discovers that the 
Master will marry Miss Fancourt, he fully realizes what 
a fool he has been. St. George meanwhile retains his 
attitude of a Deus }1acbina·. "' I sba_ll be tbe making of' 
you,'u he says (p. 150). Al-thougJ1 Paul recognizes.,,,-... t.he 
''i.t ... : .. :·:, _,_,, - -·-·--}- -· 'f• 
man's smugness and banality_, se·es him as-· a "mo9king fiend 11 .... .,. ...... ., ... ~·::::::::J . 
·. ,-
(p. 151), it is too late. He has already been duped. 
Paul., however, must accept pai-·tial responsibility 
for bis own gulling, for his illusions about himself and 
other people make him a perfect victim for St. George. 
One can say al_so that be will probabl;y never be a fine 
. + ... 
. ~ artist, for .. although be has been prevent~d. by St. q.eorge 
"j';J":;' •. · ..... -_ . . ' 
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from mar·riage and a family -- the least threat -- \ he is ........ . ( 
too easily i111pressed by affluemce and social convention, 
the things which fetter the artist. Above all, _hov1ever, 
Paul Overt is petty. lvhen he bears.:s that the "famous" 
writer, Henry~t. Georgej is also a weelre11d · guest-at 
-·---Sunnnersoft, he, is ve.ry impressed., althougn ne realizes 
that the author's work bas ste~di;Ly declined in merit • 
Socially he tries to b~ sophisticated but actually is self-
conscious, even with the servants (p •. 95). Among the 
guests, be is a bit nervous, but tries to disguise it by 
giving way "to motions recommended by their not committing 
him to a positive approach" (p. 96). Nevertheless., Overt 
gives the appearance or being· a dandy. He is as well-
dressed as St. George (·p. 102), and belongs to a "club" 
in London (p. 128). One of his most amusing· traits, how-
--
ever, is his· smoking habit. Really disliking the habit, 
he ''would puff a cigaret'te for reasons with liJhicb tobacco 
had ti'othing to don {p. 112). But most telling about 
Paul's social attitude is the value he puts on affluence. 
When the weelr.end- ·is over and be sees st. George and his 
wife drive· off in a closed carriage·, ~-e reflects that 
they are "an. hon_ourable image of success, of the material 
rewards and the social credit of literature. Such things 
.were not the full measure, but he nevertheless felt a 
little proud for literature" (p. 120). Clearly Overt 
has already been contaminated by market-place values. 
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. There are occasions, also', when Overt misperceives con-
versations and interprets them personally. For instance, 
'l- . 
' 
....... ~ 
at one point Overt and St. George are speaking of Miss 
Fancourt as a possible literary character. "'She's not 
' 
. 
for mel 'n says St. George. Paul takes hope. "'How do 
-~----'rly-ott-mean? 1 " he ask-s-.~--11 ,rt1 s all over -- she's for you; 
.-.. :.,: 
if' you like, 1 " replies the Master. Immediately, Paul per-
ceives St. George as giving up his af.f.ections for the girl 
and awarding her to the younger man. St. George, however, 
is merely talking ·about her for a subject in his own 
writing ( p. 118). _ At other times Paul I s conversations 
are ludicrously stupid., like the time he con.fuses wives 
with cigarettes. n'Have you got one,'" asks St. George. 
n,no you mean a cigarette?'n replies Paul. n,Dear no --
a wifel' n (p. 113). All these traits, self-consciousness, 
~impressionableness~ and downright stupidity, m~ke Paul 
Overt especially susceptible to Miss {ancourt rs coquetry 
and St. George's ruse. At the story's conclusion, his 
.. pettiness 1{s profoundly demonstrated, for Paul lives in 
co-ns tant fear that $tc George 1~ill _ produce a work o~f··' high 
) 
qu~lity, thus proving that the "lessontt has .no substance. 
Although each of the three rnain characters, Paul., 
Miss Fancourt, and St. George, is interesting individually, 
., 
their interaction actually produces tbe story. Paul and 
Miss Fancourt both lose their f1~eedom as human beings, 
while St. - George with hts monstrous ego triumphs over all. 
-~-
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Be:Core Paul meets the Master, he, although he is 'an impres-
si,onable young man, does have freedom -- tbe :freedom, to 
choose. St. Georae takes that awav from him, and be is 
. ~ ~ ~ 
fettered to his art, living in fear that the older writer \\ 
will produce something better than his own work,. · Tvliss 
- --------~--- -------- ----·-
Fancourt, al~o has freedom as a person, somewhat like that 
of Nanda in The Awkward Age, inviting whom she likes to 
visit.and receiv!ng them alone. Married life will surely 
change that. Fittingly, in a world where one man can con-
trol so easily and so cruelly the lives of others, people 
are often described in bestial imagery. The General 
"stalks" Paul at Su:m..11ersoft (p. 96) and English society 
is described as a herd (p. 147). Similarly St. George 
refers to himself as a n'used-up animal'u (p. 114) and to 
his study as a " 1 cage'n (p. 131). 
Another effective touch of imagery is the use of 
/ 
· color. Like the St. George who wore a crimson cross on 
bis chest, Henry St. George, the author, also has the 
personal color of red., which is f o'und on almost everything 
associated witl/ him. His wife's sown is red, as is Miss 
Fancourt' s sitting r·o.om. His own study even bas a ricb 
red rug, and rinally the color marks Paul Overt, who when 
he bears of Miss Fancourt•s engagement, turns crimson in 
the face. This color is not only st. George 1 s color, it 
is the color of sacrifice., tbe requirement St. George has 
.. 
~·-·----·--- __ ,! _____ 
made of everyone. His wife has perhaps given her life, 
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while Marian Fancourt will now relinq-µi~h her rree¢iom. 
Paul too has given up liberty, and it is ironical that 
, .. 
when l1e arrives first in SvJitzerland, he"· goes to Lake 
' 
1 
Gen.ev:a, where he can see tbe towers of Chillon., the .fa-·,· - · 
mous dungeon of E,yron 1 s nPrisoner. n 
"-
-
With u rrbe Lesson of the iVIastern we have the further 
d_evelopment of a Jarnesian theme, that of· encroachrrient 
. upon the lives of others by one particular character. In 
"The Madonna of the l?uturen it was the narrator who med-
dled i'1'i th the artist Theobald, while in nThe Author of 
·-\ 
Beltra:ffio" the narrator is so deluded that it is almost 
impossible ·tic 1determine just hoi-1 much ef.fect he has on 
the Arnbients. In "The Lesson of the Maste11 , n. hotrrever, 
Paul Overt, who comprises the point of view and serves· 
· the capacity of first person narrator, is actually rather 
ineffectual. Unlike.many Jamesian characters, he is not 
a meddler, but becau~e of the illusions he has about him-
self and the world, he is eas __ ily fooled by such a woman 
as·Marian Fancourt and is actually meddled With by Henry 
St. George. The most pitiable thing is that he never 
~··-! 
sees that he's been duped. 
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of the stories dealt witb·in this chapter 
t, 
were written within the years 1893-1896, a..n important 
decade for James 1 stories of artists and 1n1riters. The 
traits of narrators and cl1aracter points of· view pe-!n-tetl ~~­
out in the previous chapter are evident to an even· greater 
extent in "The Real Thing., u "The lv1iddle Years, 11 "The Dea th 
of tbe Lion,n and rrThe Figure in the Carpet." 
1. "The Real Thing" ( 189 3) 
The first person narrator of nThe Real Tbingu is of 
.spec~al interest because he is both the central character 
,;:, 
and an artist, unlike many Jamesian narrators who function 
" 
onl_y as observers of the artist. In "The Real Thing," 
however, be who paints also reports -and thus gives the 
reader an excellent opportunity to delve into tbe artist's 
own mind, an opportunity shunned by many critics, who in-
-sist upon concentrating only on James' "aesthetic." To-
0 
tally ignoring the characterizations of the artist-nar-
rator and his two indigent but aristocratic ·models, the 
Monarchs, these scholars see in the ta.le cr.ames' advocation 
of representational art over photographic art. Ever since 
its publication, rir~t in the April 16, 1892,edition of 
. Black and· ll\Jbi., te and . b k f th .p 11 ~ -- 60 in _ oo orm e., ·J. o owing- year, 
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"The. Real Thing" bas elici te'd such comments as the fol-
"', 
- ---
lowing by Clifton Fadiraan. nTbe sto·ry • ·• • ex·presses 
amusingly (and no more than that) the old- truth that art 
/I 
~I 
is a transformation of reality, not a mere reflection of 
the thing its elf. 1161 Fadiman' s. interpretation is indeed 
"---·--···-
----·----------
-
----
-~-~~~--~-s-~le, but superficially makes sense. After all, the 
·~"' 
\,Y~ 
artist is unable to make successful illustrations when 
the Monarchs pose as aristocratic high society, which 
they supposedly are. His other two models who come to 
him off the street, ho1nrever, are excellent models for 
-
ladies and gentlemen. ''The real thing in life proves 
not to be the real thi~g in art, which is James's perti-
nent connnentary on photographic natu~alism ~nd reportorial 
art: it is so much less realistic than is representa-62 
tional art,'1 says Osborn Andreas. But why is the artist 
unable to portray the Monarchs as lady and gentleman on 
canvas? The answer lies not only in the l-'1onarcb 1 s inept• 
ness as models but als_o possibly in the artist's own 
incompetence. Most inhibiting, to his representations o~ 
the 1"1onarcbs, however., are l1i·s o'tv-n pipe-dreams, '"rhich he 
weaves around the mysterious couple to suit his fancy and 
\ 
make them more elite than they are. 
When the Monarchs first appear at the artist's door, 
he knows absolutely nothing about them and actually thinks 
them sitters., since he considers himself a portrait 
~ painter doing illust~ations only as pot-boilers. Since 
;---·~' ··--. ·-·- ... . •:, 
~-~----~ 
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the couple are very well-dres~ed, the artist immediately 
thinks what be will do with them in a portrait. "Some-
thing that wouldn 1 t absolutely have ple-ased them, n be 
admits (p. 170). In planning bow he will handle their 
type., says Gorham IVJ:unson, the artist is considering here ,. 
------- ---
. 63 · · 
the ideal, not the real thing.· But the Monarchs do not 
want a portrait. They instead have lost all their money 
and are looking :for employment as models. Knoviring that 
the narrator bas been commissioned to illustrate the first 
• 
or a series of books.by ~hilip Vincent, the couple have 
come to him hoping be will need models for the book's 
0 
"high life." Having been photog~rapher 1 s models, they 
feel they would be an asset to hi,s illustrations and 
fervently prom6te their good lookse Although he indul-
ges in some unfavorable musings about the Monarchs' past 
and tbe ir probable snobbery., the artist~ does hire then1. 
Meanwhile., James· introduces another model, r~iiss Churm, who 
is only a Cockney maid but one with great imagination and 
ad~ptness at modeling, in co~trast to the Monarchs, who 
have no imagination, are stiff, and difficult to work 
with. The artist., puzzled, lo·oks at his drawings of· 1-1rs. 
0 
Monarch, nthe real thing, but a·lways the same thing" (p. 
180) while the Major seems to be a giant in his pictures. 
Then on~ day a young Italian, Oronte, knocks on the art-
ist's door.. He is a model out of work, but being unable 
to hire another model, toe narrator takes him on as a ser-
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vant. It is only a month before he uses Oronte as a mo-
del, sec:raetly at first inQ order not to offend his othe~r . .J 
models. ,·At this point Jack Haivley, an artist-friend ·or 
the.narrator, returns from a trip abroad where be has 
be-·en "to get a fresp ey~tt_ (p. 185). Having got it, Haw-1------~---- --- ------~ ---- -
; . 
.. 
,'" .... ,., 
~ . . it. 
ley ·is eager to criticize his friend's work.·· "'They 
won't do, 111 he says of the Monarchs (p. 186). His new 
models, claims Hawley, are ruining the narrator's work. 
Sheepishly taking Hawley's advice because he hates hurt-
ing .the Monarchs, the narrator begins rreely using Miss 
Churm and Oronte as models for his illustrations. Mean-
while he bas also received a warning from his publisher 
that many of the drawings are not suitable, and when the 
_,. Major one day arriv~s and inquires why Oronte is model-
ing for his own parts, the artist replies, "'Ob my dear 
Maj~r -- I can't be ruined for you1'" (p. 189).'· Accept-
ing their failure, the Monarchs pay a heroic visit to 
the artist. As Mrs. 1'-1onarch stands watching Miss Chunn, --. 
she notices tl1at the· young girl,"!.,.s la.aiP··· .could use a touch, 
~ ) 
. 
. 
so she advances and pats the model's locks into place. 
This small action greatly affects the artist, who admits, 
"I should like to have been able to p~int that" (p. 190). 
The Monarchs then begin tidying up the !, ... -a. Oi!!4"u '""' ""'"~v,.,,~,,., •·'.:·:·.~··:·'X',\.',l,M studio., washing 
the china, making themselves useful as servants. Again 
~ 
the artist is touched, especially when the cbuple come 
out with tl:1eir heads bowed seeming 1-tos_a_y-,-n-,-Take us on 
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• •• • we 1ll do a~ything'" (p. 191). He does let them 
work for a week but then, being unable ·to stand it any 
.J L . longer, be gives them money .and . sends · them aT;iray. The 
story ends v-1i th a strange statement jby the artist "~about 
bis own work. ''My friend Hawley r·epeats that Major and 
. 
Mrs. Monarch did me a permanent harm, got me into false 
ways,u he says. "If it be true ·r 1m content to have paid 
the·price -- for the n1emoryn (p. 191). 
Because the st6ry is popular and ·often anthologized, 
it has undergone a great deal of critical comment, some 
of which follows in summary. Scholars generally divide 
. 
into two camps: those who blame t_he artist's failure 
totally u·pon the Monarchs'- inability~ as models, and those 
who, concentrating on personal relationships in the story, 
/ 57 
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see,a: 'e,bang~ occurring in both the narrator and the ~ 
aristocratic couple. The first group, typified by Gorham 
. l 
L;.. ... 1 
':_· I 
Munson, interpret the story 'as a Jamesian statement that 
art is not an exact replica of life but arises from 
• 
164 life's suggestions, is a representation.- Thus a model 
unable to "represent". a s11bject, although be himself may 
be the genuine thing, i~ a f'ailure. Harold IvI.cCarthy 
points, out the· necessity for the artist's model to grow· 
dim as a static figure leaving the artist to get at the 
~ . 65 . 
very basis of type and to improvise upon it. The Mon-. 
'-·-
.- 'v: 
, 1 ;,, . 
·-,1: 
arch~, who are uriable to do this, are considered by Sey~ 
mour Lainof.f as the embodiment o:r the old Renaissance and 
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eighteenth century 11 imitati.on11 in arts.~ They are the· 
11beau .ideal tt or "norm., n aesthetically representing su-
perior beings while socially they are anachronismse "Tbe 
I_ 
-. . 
. ' 
· story 9 u says Lainoff, 0 implies that eighteenth-century 
insistence . on the b_eau ideal·.9 or aristocratic normality, 
was an outgrowth of upper-class atti tude~s. • • • Now that · 
. -
these social conv~ntions are outworn, the theory of the 
beau ideal is n;o longer serviceable; it no longer bas 
(,·6 
relation to social reality.u- - The Monarchs, thus., are 
, 
-
now s_ta tic in a rr1oving and changing world. liilliam F o 
Markguardt says the fact that they have been .successful 
·photo models points up their rigidity and placidity, 
67 . which mal{es them useless to the narrator. Miss Churm ,, 
and Oronte, on the other hand, have lived lives of con-
flict and struggle, better suitirig them for the modeling 
6·8 
profession. Likel-iise., Claire Rae th says, nThe action 
of' the story involves a process~· of le.arning by the nar-
rator-artist -- an introduction to, acquaintanceship with, 
and dismissal of the Monarchs -- in the course of vJbich 
he discoyers that they have no power to represent for 
69 him the society which be is to produce in his drawings. 11 
Miss Raeth's main contention, then, is that the narrator 
is .. :doing right in getting rid. of the couple, who are 
neither alive nor vital enough to represent the fictional 
worldo Also indictring the Monarchs as deplorable models, 
Quentin Anderson calls the cou·p-le limited and fixed while . 
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· - 70 Miss Churm and ·-oronte are moveable and dramatic. Actu-
ally, says Anderson in another ,,.a~ticle, the "t,wo sets or 
models are iniersions or one another. While the Monarchs· 
are dead.s,···frozen forra.s ·represent1ng static upictorialtt 
values., the other two are spontaneous., re-presenting the 
7.l ideal. 
There are also those critics wbo manage to veer away 
. ,J 
from an ttart as representation of lifen interp.retation and 
·, 
study the narrator and the Monarchs as p~ople rather than 
just artist and unsuccessful modelso Helen Horne, for 
instance, sees a definite development within the aristo-
. era tic. couple culminating in the final scfene when they 
humbly realize their failure as models and ask to be taken 
12 
on as servants. · This, she says, is the .bigh point or 
the .story. Lyall H. Powers, on the other hand, raises 
'): .. 
. questions about the artist, whose attitude toward the 
Monarchs is inhuman. In Jamesian fiction man's chief sin 
· _is that of using otber people for his ov1n ends. "Is the 
art-i·s-·t--: .. f'ree to commit this sin,n asks Potvers, 0 since he 
is an artist? 117 3' James I answer is ambiguous, for while 
be arouses our feelings for the Monarchs, be also promotes 
. sympathy for the artist's position. ·- Furthermore, the lat-
·-- . ..- --· . ., -· ·-· 
ter.i s harsh treatment of bis models does ~inally~ bring 
them to life. For example., when Mrs. Monarch steps up to 
fix I!Iiss Cburm'-s hair, it is a sign tha_t she has been 
vitalizea. 74 For Walter F. Wright, th& Monarchs are alive 
.. ,,..::... ' 
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. ·and human all along, anp n .to ·call them dead vis to miss the 
intensity with which they live. 1·naeeg__,,__ it is their sen-
sitivi"'GY that makes tl1eir pathos so compelling.'1 -Further 
evidence or· t~eir vitality, says \ftJrigbt, is the :fact· that~ 
t~hey can give the l'narra-tor something worth remembering. .-- -
From Miss Churm be could learn very'little in a whole life-
time of painting her. 7.5 Critics Kenne-th Bernard 76 and 
' Earl Labor focus mainly on the.narrator's change from cold-
ness to compassion. Says Labor., "The narrator, not the 
Monarchs, is James's central dbaracter ••••. It is be who 
undergoes_ the most subtle and dynamic inner change during 
the course of the narrative. The change is manifested 
u77 
~rimarily in his attitude toward the Monarchs. At the 
beginning be bas little sympathy for them, but by the :·end . 
o~ the story their doing a simple menial task brings tears 
':,8 to his eyes. { Robert Berkelman says .tha t the story is 
not so much about an aesthetic paradox as about the 
~eart.19 The contrast be~een tbe Monarchs and the art-c. . . .. -· .. ·-·- .. ,. •' ~ -.. ..-, 
-- ~· 
ist 1 s ttio other models shows that "I11 art I the real thing' 
·-is ingenious make-believe; in _life 1 tbe real thing' is 
quiet heroism, a tough grace under pressureo"Bb 
· Critic Earl Labor comes, I think, closest to tpe 
truth when be cites the narrator instead of the Monarchs 
as the story's ceni,1·al cbarac ter. Those who have become 
side~tracked onto elaborate aesthetic discussions and in-
dictments of the two aristocrats as "dead" or 0 static" 
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;have missed a great deal of the tale's richness, for it is 
the artist., not James., who relates events and 'impressions 
to us. Here again we have a narrator with illusions which 
color his perceptions and actually hamper bis 1r1ork., for 
, ', 
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the way be sees himself and the way in which be vie~s. the 
-· -
-
-~--~-
-----------~----'-:-:--~===::! 
Monarchs may be very difrerent from the truth. His at-
titude -tov1ard his tv10 rnod·els is inbuman, his conclusions 
abou·t them far-fetched so that he regards_ them only as 
types, not human beings. It is always the Monarchs as 
society "typesu that be puts down on canvas. Consequently, 
• as individual literary characters, they ~re of little use • 
Luckily, however, the narrator does change and gains some _ . 
1 
compassion for the Monarchs as human beings. 
Let us examine the !t:.t'it'ist-narrator, his own illusions 
about himself, his initial attitude toward the Monarchs, 
and .bow the two affect him as a story-teller and as an 
/ 
--./ 
artist. The narrator's illusions about himself grow o~t 
or his artistic aspirations. Although he is forced to 
illustrate fiction in order.to eat, his real love is 
portrait painting, something be is seldom able to do. 
His story, ,of course, is t~old in the past tense, so that 
the reader is ignorant of the narrator 1 s-success in hi~ 
desired field. Immediately the reader is invited to 
, ... 
examine the narrator's competence. If he is talented, 
then his .failure in drawi11g the 1:v1onarchs lies in the mo-
dels tbems.elves., but his artistic excellence is far .from 
I' . 
1.-. 
. . , 
. ·._ --~.·~ -
'I. 
. ... 
~ 
· certain. For one thing, he always seems to have · trouble 
i 
w,i .. t.l1: ~he eleraentary t;ec~nique of perspective in drawing 
the I1onarcbs. The major and his ivi;e invariably appear 
too tall (p. 180). Both his friend, Jack Hawley, and bis 
publishers "find fault with the narratorw s illustrations, 
· .. 1 
------·--~------- --
I 
particularly those which employ the Monarcl1s as n1odels. 
Although we can only conjecture about the artist's in-
competence for lack of positive proof, we do kno1nJ that 
- his drawings of the aristocratic couple are less satis-
factory than his others. The question is Why? Although 
the painter is eager to blame bis models, the Tault'lies 
in his illusions about them. In his own mind he so imbues 
;) 
them with an aura of aristocracy that to him they can be 
nothing but "types," never individuals -- at least not .. 
. 
. until the end of the story. 
C 
Early in the story, the narrator rrankly admits.his 
faults and perversi,ties. He likes the Monarchs but, 
"after all they were amateurs, and the ruling ·passion of 
my life was the detestation of the amateur. Combinen 1'Ti th 
this was another perversity -- an innate preference for· 
' . 
) 
tbe represented subject over the real one: the defect of 
the real one was so apt to be a lack or representation. 
I liked things that appeared; then one was sure. Whether 
they were or not was a subordinate and almost always a 
profitless quest·ion" -(p. 174). Having such a love for the 
represe~ted over the real, the artist is apt to perceive 
r' '1.-
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the reaY as representative. That is, be makes people into. 
·~bat be thinks they should be in his own mind, a process 
he performs easily with the. rJfonarchs. Actually nei tl1er we 
nor tl'"le ·artist ever know what the mysterious couple really 
63 
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them., what they out1"1ardly represent to him. The artist's I . I 
illusions ac t1..1ally inhibit bis work, evidenced by Mrs. 
' 
Monarch's being uthe real thing, but always the same thing'' 
(p. 180). A possible reason for this is that the artist 
bas so strongly built up in his mind a picture of the 
Major and his wife as socially pretentious aristocrats of 
past wealth that he can see them only as that one thing. 
Although there is evidence that the artist's conjectures 
..... 
are wrong, be persists in them, and they arise initially 
from his own illusions ~·-at>out himself. Because be con-
• ·;--' ' - j ~ 1· . 
siders himselr first a portrait painter, his immediate 
r-
r•O\"\ 
thought is nsitters" when the door bell vings. From the 
minute be invites the middle--aged but handsome couple in.,· 
he opePates on that assumption., changing b1 s vi.aw nnly 
. when Major 11onarch plainly says they wish employment as 
'it_-~ .. -- - . •· 
models for the artist's illustrations, but up to this point 
and far beyond it, the artiRt thinks of the Monarchs no·t 
as people but as figures to be placed on tbe canvas. Dur-
ing their first visit be indulges in some rather cynical 
:'··thoughts on their possible use. "They cou:ld surely have 
been turned to better account for advertising purposes, tt 
·-
·-·--::;--;:-
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- be thinks. 11 I eouldn' t of course see the thing- in detail,__ 
t 
but I could see them make~.- somebody's fortune -- I don't 
mean their own.: There 1r1as sornetbing in t11em for a ·waist-
' 
coat-maker, an hotel-keeper or a soap-vendor'1 (p. 171). 
,,,, . 
Seeing t h-at,~4b-e-c o~are we"ll--dre ss ea a=na af ~r- ---h-e-ari=l'=lntt:rg===========~·==-t · 
: ; 
tbe I'1ajor explain that they have unfortunately lost their 
money, the narrator i1Tu.'1le-diately decides they must be gen-
try, and·he begins to weave a legend around them, specula-
ting about _their past· and their present. This attitude 
is totally without compassion for the Monarchs as human 
beings.· ., 
First., he acknowledges their good ·points "as pre-
ponderantly social; such, for instance, as would help to 
make a dra1iving-room loo,k tive 11" ( p. 171) • This is the 
• 
beginning of the drawing-room illusion which he builds·· 
around the couple •... nrt was odd,u, he admits, "how quickly 
Iwas sure of everything that concerned them11 (p. 173). .... -· _.,.. 
~ . 
He decides, therefore., that it has qeen their good looks 
which have opened social portals to them. They.have, he 
thinks .9 spent years visiting co.untry houses, sitting in 
drawing-rooms, and joining rashionable hunts. He even 
goes so far as to imagine1what kinds of tips they gaye. 
'1-::I111ey gave small tips, but they were liked; tbey did.n-1 t 
do anything themselves, but they were welcomen (p. 173). 
"' 
Because they now are destitute, the narrator presumes 
their friends have aJ.l been of the fair-weather variety, 
~-,,,,.11,u1L1.u"u.u!,1.111..-i•~ \ .. 
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not wanting to suppo~t them in bard~hip. Of· cou~~e, his 
J, ; 
-.--
., . view of the two as lady and gentlen1an is partly re-enf~o.rced 
~ 
-
by the Major, who speaks of himself and bis wife as the 
; • ..;...,:; ________ .. ,,;n-j• r·· \ 
~------· 
nree.l thing, n but be never elaborates upon their past. By· 
- ~--~------===~-- :~n~i-s -time the- art-:tst1-s :t-XltJsi-ons--~n~ve~~-gox1e-~r=-ar-:ue·yona--tn --
simple terms of lady and gentleman and be jumps to con-
clusions about the Monarchs with amazing speed. For in-
stance, at one point when !"1iss dburm demonstrates the pos·e 
of a Russian princessiMrs. Monarch protests that she her-
self is not· a Russian princess. Because she says so a 
r 
little coldly., the artist imraediately concludes· that she 
°' has know11 sue b "Princesses and did not like them ( p. 177). 
The artist also divines by some means that Mrs. Monarch 
is contemptuous of bim, possibly because she insist·-s- upon 
keeping their relationship on a business footing. Like-
' 
wise, he guesses that the lady has a similar attitude 
tov1ard Miss Churrn. "Mrs. Monarch thought I hid her [ Miss 
Churm], very properly, because _she was vulgarlt ( p. 184). 
Thus, the artist bas n·ow invested the couple, ~and 1"1r·s. 
\~ 
Monarch particularly, not only with a past but with at-
.ti tudes befitting the people he thinks them to be. Even 
·~ 
the imagery in which the artist describes them is courtly. 
In his studio they S • •l-1 v "against the wall on an old velvet 
bench to be out of the i,.1ay, and resembling tbe "11bile a. -· 
pair of patient courtiers in a royal ante-chambern ( p. 
1 d 
187) •. When they enter, they come· in 'With "society laugbs 11 
- l_ .... 
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· like-, "count·ry....;callers" (p. 188), all those 9haracteristics 
whi.ch go along with their ft type." . nsbe was alway_~ a lady 
certainly, and into the bargain was always the same lady," 
be complains of IIIJrs·~ ,Monarch. But the artist is partially 
Frankly, there are some indications that the Mon-
/ 
archs might not be what the narrator pelieves them to be .• 
Actually all we or he kno-i-1s about them is that tbey are 
well-dressed and genteel, that they have lost their money 
and have at sometime in the past posed as photographers'. 
models., The artist supposes that they have gained en-
trance to gentry-life·through their good. looks, but this 
is.unlikely sin·ce money, .family background, or fame, or 
all three are required for social succJss in the drawing 
" 
room. Probably the Monarchs have been only on the peripb-
·ery of the life the artist imagines for them. Their lack 
of aristocratic pride. is imrnediately evident when they 
·try to sell tnemselves almost as animals for modeling 
,, ,)-~.~ ... " ........ •, ~ 
purposeso · Also a bit strange is their past experience 
as photographers' models. Although they m!ntion no 
rt: 
model's f~e., tl1eir pl1otographs were available in shops 
and .. tl1ey autographed countless ones (p., 173). Such 
enterprise seems incongruous with drawing-room life. 
Nevertheless., the artist ignores· ·any hints tl1at the ?1on-
archs might be other than as he imagines them. 
The Monarchs are useless to him as·models for he can 
i: 
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never ma.ke them anything but ·what they are in his mind. 
He cannot-get away from the couple and into the literary 
, figures they· are s1,1pposed to r:,epresent® 1rli th 1'·1iss Churm 
and Oronte, however, it is different, for they seem 
' 
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. spontaneous and easily adaptabTe to any-·poseo 11 Tfie-value 
4 of such a model as Miss Cburm resided precisely in the 
fact that she had no positive stamp," says the artist 
(~i&o). The Monarchs, however, do have a stamp; they 
hav~ been stamped by the artist with high society. The 
Monarchs themselves are only forms, which the artist 
embellishes with particulars of past and present. They 
. become for him walking illustrations. Because be has 
~ 
such a "preference .for the represented subject over the· 
real· one',' (p. 174), he has made them "represented" 
figures., not caring what· the real ones are like. Just 
as l1e Ir1akes Miss Churrn into a Russian princess or an 
.. 
English lady on canvas, the artist has made the Monarchs 
into British gentility l'vi. thin his own mind. As an artist, 
.... 
he can represent only what bis mind's eye perceives --
of the· Monarchs, a?,.ways the same tI?tng. . About Oronte and 
Miss Churrn, however, be bas no preconceptions. 
Underlyi~g all these 'illusions be builds around 
society models, is the narrator's inability to deal with 
them, as human beings. As long as he regards them as 
-. 
abstr·act types, he is unable to consider them successfully 
.~ 
in the artistic sense. Unlike many of James 1 narrators, 
·~· . 
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·however,' this artist undergoes a change. As Professor. 
_, 
. \ 
· Labor says, he learns· compass ion for human beings. Un-
like Jack Hawley, who is interested only in art, not in 
people~ the narrator of "The Real Thing" cannot help de-· 
.... 
-
--
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-------·- --- - ------
-~------------ ~-
--------- - -
ve oping sympathy for' the I1onarchs. After they have been . . 
with him a while., he realizes that they have "pervaded 
his life" (p. 187). Only after they perform in a capac-
ity unlike any the artist bas imagined for them do they 
achieve indi v_~duali ty in bis eyes. The first such moment 
·~ 
comes when he requests t·hat Ivirs •. l1onarch serve the tea. 
\ At first sbe blushes but graciously serves it, even to 
Oronte (ppo 188-89). "Then., n he says, nit came over me 
that she had made a great effort for me -- made it with 
a kind or nobleness -- and that I owed her a compensa-
tion" "(p. 189). But the high point 6r the story, when 
the artist realizes fully that the Monarchs are human 
beings with feelings, is the instant Mrs. Monarch steps ~ 
. 
.t, •. 
up to f.ix Mis'S Churm 1 s hair. The fact that the narrator 
·wishes he·could have painted that indicates that his il-
lusions about bar have broken down. Now he can accept 
her in a role completely different f!on1 any -he bas • im-
agined for her. The Monarchs go on to ask that he employ_ 
them as servants, and be does for a week. Thus, the ?1on- · I 
. ,~....___/ 
archs can change roles, but the artist cannot bear to see 
it, and he finally dismisses them, but through them be 
has learned something of humanity. Hawley-predicts that 
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:he'll not be as successful as an artist, but he will surely 
be more of a man. 
In the "Real Tbing~' we once· more see the artist, suf-
fering from his 0~1n delusions about himself and illusions 
\I 
about others. Unlike young Pa,~l Overt in ttThe Lesson of 
th·e Mas tern or Dencombe of nThe }1iddle Years," hoi'7ever, 
this artist is not doomed by his delusions. Instead be is 
able to overcome them with the help of bis modeI''s tbe Mon-
archs o After being so sure that theyi .. 1eretttypes," be finds 
that they are· ·:real 'people, a fact he has been unable to 
see because of all the aura or society he has built around 
·· them. 
2. "The Middle Years" 
( 189 3) 
As in "The Lesson of the I'1aster," so in "The Middle 
·Years" James does not employ a first person narrator but 
tells the story strictly from the point of view of one 
character~ Dencombe, a writer whose health is ~ailing. 
Dencombe may., like Paul Overt, be reg~rded_as a narrator; 
and be suffers from delusion.s as do the narrators in "The 
·Author of Bel traffio" and "The Real Tping on Hot-fever, be-
cause Dencombe is a writer, unappreciated much like James 
himse·lf, there is a cri ti·cal problem in unders t~anding the 
.. 
story. Although many scholars have attempt<fd to f,i-nd 
-...._/ 
Henry James in upoor Dencombe" and have called the tale 
.. 
. ,, . 
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· a spiritual autobiography, there are a spec ts o:r the 
sc-oundrel in Dencombe just as'" ttnrre are in many Jamesian 
narrators. According to L. c. Knights, he could even be 
,..._ classified as a villain, for" all ·James I villains nmake 
,t•-
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82 
victim's life into· their own." Dencombe does jpst 't.his 
wit'h the story's other main character, Dr. Hugh. Ha·ving 
appeared first in Scribner's Magazine in 1893, 83 the 
./' 
story is of special interest not only because of charac-
terization but also because of James' use or imagery. 
' Imagistically "The ~1iddle Yearsn is a :forerunner to The 
Ambassadors and The Aivla-rard Age. 
,, 
As with so many of James' stories about artists and 
writers, critics have tried to find~a Jamesian statement 
l. 
::•' 
about the artist in nThe Middle Years." Clifton Fadiraan,. 
for example, says that Dencombe "is a James 1r1ho has risen 
beyond his own parochial frustrations'into a reg~on where 
the~ life of the artist may be cont·emplated, if with sor-
. . · 84 
row, also wi t..1;1·:philosophy." . Helen Horne a.lso calls 
85 Dencombe the mouthpiece for James. Al though he does 
not rigidly identify Dencombe as James, Krishna Vaid also 
finds -rault 1-vi th the· story,_ .for it naoes not achieve the· 
desired effect, which obviously is to render the change 
·1 ' 
j 
that comes over Dencombe, the total acceptance with which 
he meets his ena. 1186 T-rue, a change does come over the 
\vri ter ver·y suddenly, but more interesting than this 
"1liu1111~um•••••1•• 1•"1"'u"''~,· 
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transformation is the way .,in<, which Dencombe s.ucceeas· in 
' 
mar1ipulating tbe people arou.nd him, particularly Dr. 
Hugh. The story opens -v1l1en Dencon1be is recuperating at 
Bournemouth from a prolonged illness be bas suffered 
after finishing his latest book. Realizing that he will 
.'1. 
never again ha~e the strength to produce, be grieves over 
B 
bis unwritten work which he feels would have been his 
best. If only he could have an "extension," a "·second 
chance:, n hot'l much beltter be could write. Sitting on a 
lonely bench above the sea, thinking such t~oughts, Den-· 
combe spies a threesome, two women and a man wallring on 
the beach below. He busies himself imagining who they 
might be and their circumstances until tbey climb the 
bar1k to wh.ere he sits. As the three ·talk., Dencombe dis-
covers that the older woman, a countess, is in the care -
of her female companion., r1iss Vernba.m., and Dr. Hugh, her 
physician. Even more interesting to Dencombe is· the fact 
that Dr. I-IuglJ is rbeadi11g his own ne1r1est booki The Middle 
D.!SC TICJ cia::s~-....een r 
Years, and because the volume is just out and. avail·able 
~ only to reviewers, Dencombe di vines that Dr. Hugh :must 
be a crl tic, so Dencornbe. plays the part of revie-v1er also. 
Seeing that Dro Hugh has only praise I'or the new work, 
Dencombe urges bim .to talk, never revealing l1is own 
· ,identity. ~: In the course of their conversation he learns 
th~t soon after finishing his studies Dr. Hugh attached 
-
hin1self to the very eccentric Countess in Switzerland as 
71 
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" her private physician. 
The writer succeeds in keeping his own identity sec-
ret until Dr. Hugh discovers that Dencombe has been mark-
ing his copy of The }1iddJ_e Years. The author · is a com-
pulsive revistr and corrects even the first editions of, 
his 1\fo1~ks (p. 200). At the discovery, De11combe promptly 
faints and su.ffers amnesiac symptoms of l1i s previous ill-. 
ness., but when be finally does corne to full ·consciousness, 
h·e find.s Dr. Hugh by his bedside saying., "You' re doing 
beautifully. • • • I want to do something for· youn ( p. 
·201). The author literally jumps at bis offer. Here is 
a physician, a man of sc ienc~, tvho not only adrnires b,i~_ 
72 
work., but might hold the key to the "seconc1 chance, n the 
---~ 
extension of Dencombe' s life. Perceiving the younger 
man 1 s s;1-mpathy., Dencombe takes full adva"°ntage of it, un-
burdening himself before Dr. Hugh. The two form a close-
relationship in which Dr. Hugh ministers to all the 
author's physical and psychological needs_ until one day 
Miss Vernham comes to cal.1 on Dencombe. " 1 Exct1se me if 
-
\ I ask, v n she says, u 'whether it's too much to hope that 
you raay be induced to -leave Doctor Hugh alo11e 1 u (pe 206). 
Shocl{ed, Dencombe listens to her tale of bo111 fond the 
Countess is of her physician, bow she bas planned to 
leave him money after her death, and how she is so jealous 
- of Dencombe 1 s relationship with Dr. Hugh that she may 
retract ---her ofrer. Shortly afterwards the v1ri ter has a t: 
~~. -~ 
~1" ,. 
0 • 
• 
.. 
0 
. ' ._,.·: ·.-' - -.. ·. ~- '.•· .. ; --; _, 
.. . ~ ... 
I .· . 
' . 
:relapse, and ac.ting under Miss· Vernham' s advice he closes · 
• 
his door··to Dr. fiugh, wl10 goes to London with the Countess 
and her com.paniono Not long aftertvards, hov1e"ver, he re-
turns to Dencombe' s bedside to be 11\Ti th him until the end~ 
. . ' ~ ;·: 
:s 
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The Countess meanwhile bas d··ied, leaving Dr. Hugh no mone-y--
at all and,cursing. him •. ·. _11 ' I. gave her up for you~ I had 
to choo~e, 1 " ,says Dr. Hugh .(p. 209). The fact ·that Dr. 
. -- - ------------~~- . 
-Hugh, a true admirer., has rett1rn'ed to him on his deathbed, 
gives Dencombe a spiritual lift and enables him to undergo 
a deathbed realization that no man ever has a second chance. 
"'There neve~ was to be but one,'" be says with a burst 
of death~bed insight •• 
• • "'We work in the dark -- we 
do what we can -- we give what we have. Our doubt is our 
passion· and our passion is our task. The rest is the 
madness of artt 1;1 ·f (pp. 209-210) • 
.. 
'' __ ,.,, ..I.' 
Such are the very statements by Dencombe, which· en-
cotirage critics as pointed out above to read him as a 
spokesman for James. Helen Horne, for instance, rinds a 
direct correspondence between this concluding speech and 
87 James I oi-1n idea, th-at art must be conceived fn passion, 
while Fadiman suspects that tbe·relationship between Dr. 
88 
·. __ .~,-Hugh and Dencornbe is actually a wish by Jaraes. In 
', 
'\ 
Dencombe 1 s '1need for and res_ponse to ••• - [Dr. Hugh's] 
token'r Osborn Andreas ·finds tt James' s admonition to the 
le public tbat its responsibility as an audienc, cannot be 
slighted witb~t injuring the creatJ.ve artist~ 1189 Even 
more correlations- between James and Dencombe are found by 
~ 
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some critics •. For instance, Walteta F. Wright claims that 
7• .. , ......... . 
Dericombe' s musing about the relationship among !1iss Vern-
b.am,. the Cotlntess., and D·r. Hugh, before· he kno1,,rs any of 
them is a Jan1esian characterist-ic -- a little game the . 
90 
· -~~~-autbor i1j_111s-elf -of ten 1~ndtllged in. - Mat,thiess~r1 co-nnects,______ __ ·~---·-·--_-· ~I 
nTbe J\'Iiddle Years" with James' own feelings as .an. author 
and isolated individual. As the critic further points 
out, James lil{e Dencombe was a con1pulsi ve corre·ctor and 
was about the same age at the time he wrote the storv as 
-J u 
91 
Dencombe is in the story. A more psychological approach 
·1s used by some critics such as F. W. '~Dupeej 1,vbo main-
tains that the artist's opinion of?bimself is the focal 
point of the story. Dr. Hugh's function, then, is to 
help his friend die with a decent conception of himself, 
c·"-
realizing that what he is, is what he has done so far. 
'~., 
"This ha1~a truth Dencombe comes at last to erri_'"brace with a 
92 
rueful ecstasy," says Dupee. Calling Dencombe 1 s death 
a death of selfhood, Quentin Anderson says, "We listen 
with sy:rr1patt1y to ,the outraged cries of the very nearly 
stifled selfbood demanding a further opportunity to range 
a world of admirers about its proud identity. 1193 Charles· 
G. Hoffman points to lif'e' s intensity as Dencombe' s .great-
est need, prevented by hia physical weakness. By the end 
, o.f the story, realizing that he will have no second,. 
chance, the writer finds that be could go no further as 
an artist, ev.en if' his health were better. "It is· the 
.. 
,·· i 
.._ ... I :-\ 
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I. 
re~u~ring image of the sea," says Hoffman, "that~r~~ 
,. 
inforces and intensifies the psychological crisis that 
Dencombe 
- · 94 
undergoese u . 
. r·naee,d, the advances in James' use -of imagery in 
close relationship with theme are especially evident in 
75 
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"The Middle Vears,u not only in the. sea imagery but in 
the imagery of enclosed spaces, of submersion. For ex-
ample, the writer's" illness and his art are connected in 
,. 
that both are desoribed in imagery of descent into en-
.. ·.. ,. -•\ 
' 
closed spaces. Dencombe thinks of nhuman illusion° as an 
"abyss" (p. 192). Later h~ speaks of having "dived once 
' more into' his story" and being "drawn down, as by a 
.. 
sirenvs hand, to where, in the d~m u~derworld of fiction, 
the great glazed tank of art, strange silent subjects 
float" {p. 194). Like1i-1ise when he takes ill the first 
time., "He felt as if he had fallen into a hole too deep 
to descry any little patch of heaven" (p. 201). ilfuen 
later he thinks of doing a masterpiece, , pe will ''-dig" ( 
precious metals from the mine, another c~nnection of art 
i 
with the submerg~d. And finally during bis relapse, poor 
Dencombe feels like a leaking ship, "sinking steadily"_ 
(p9 208). It i~ ,only on his deathbed when he realizes 
finally that he has no second chance, what he has already 
·· done must stand as his accomplishment,· that Den.cor,ib .. ~~.k,') 
comes to the surface. "The· sense of cold subrnersion left. 
him -- he seemed to f'loa t without an eff' art" ( p. 209) • . It 
j 
'. I 
.;,_ 
'-- . 
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-· . 
is fitting and a nice touch by James that such ima.gery 
should come at the. end of the stoPy 1A1ben Dencombe can no 
longer lurJ!;: deep in tbe n glazed ·tank of art." 
Critical opinion summarized above has, of course, 
. 
--, ~ 
. -· ___ ,. -
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D. 1rles tbrook, has loolced b 9neath the surface to discover i:(--J 
. _,,,, 
the vast irony James has incorporated into the story ·. 
_ through bis character Dencombe. As 11estbrook notes, nThe 
-
strength of the story lies in the contrast between the 
dying man's distortion of events ana the actual happen-
ings as indicated by the somewhat subtle but unmistakable 
~-
. 0~ 
cl1.les that James provides. n 1 ,., In 11 The r1iddle Yearstt 
there is no -first person narrator whose word we must be 
sure of, but Dencombe himself is almost as tricky. Henry 
rh " James, having art is tic ally subtracted his own authorial· ( 
point of view from the narrative, tells us the story 
through the ey~s of the main 9baracter. Thus before be 
can interpret the story correctly, the reader must study 
Dencombe as a person. We know, of course, t·bat be is an 
\. , .... ~. 
author convalescing from a breakdown after ~1ri ting his 
latest book, The Middl~ Years. W~ are told no particulars 
about the sickness its elf, but we might st1rrnise that· it 
is physical exhaustion brought on possibly by a nervous 
disorder resulting from Dencombe' s struggle at writi·ng. 
The struggle has been so painful that bis mind occasion-
........ , ' 
ally blanks out portions of the past and contents of the 
' 
,- . ~. ~ 1'.•:,: . . I-"'-
- ·:. '"' 
.. ' 
I I! . 
' 
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;) 
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b~ok itself, and f-inally the illness causes Dencombe' s 
!, - -
death. Sucb conjecture beckon~ the r~a~er, at least on 
his first tirae through tbe story, to a sympat;he~bic inter-
p~etation of the man; ~ut a more intensive study reveals. 
__ ------~---~--- ___ a pitiable character, ll'Jho, because of bis own t-veaknesses-
and delusions about himself clings to another person 
1· 
i' 
with the ·purpose of using him. Dencombe, a selfish 
. meddler wrJose only saving grace is l1is deat·bbed enlight-
enment, is-a man dissolved in self-p~~y and overriding 
egotism, which compels him to meddle. 
James-gives us a frequent clue to Dencombe 1 s self-
pity by calling hirn "poor Dencombe" again and again. -
·'.since the stor'J is told from his point of view, we may 
take th :Ls to be Dencorr1be is concept ion of hirriself !) and 
indeed be is Jarly always moaning, sighing, 01~ even_,, 
weeplng. He glories in solitude, always picking a, lonely 
spot to sit, na safe recess in the cliff" (p. 192). At 
Bournemouth he contemplates "the lapse of so many joys," 
that. he holds the book packet containing his latest 
- . 
work on h_~s lap, just happy tl1at it is tl1ere ( £-}~ ·192-). 
He feels that his art is gree.t, but nalast" probably no 
1· 
one else does (p. 194). Since life has sornehovr been 
unfair to ttpoor~ Dencombe, u and things have not tt1rned 
out as he'd like them, he wishes for a se~ond chance, 
'tan extensiono u "Thi~ extension v1as 1~rl1at poor Dencornbe 
v 
sighed for., As he turned the last leaves of bis volume, .{ft 
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he murmured 'Ah for another go, ah f o·r a better chance 1 ' 11 
•, .. ,.,,., 
,l, • • \·"' /• j , 
a relapse, and Dr. (p. 195) e Later after he bas suffered 
Hugh remarks tl1at be seems a1 .. 1fully ·alone, D~ncornbe re-
plies, "'That often happens at my age. I 1 ve outlived, 
> 
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ing height of bis pleasurable self-pity is the thought 
of his approaching oeatb as a "sweet futilityn, (p. 201-1-). 
Intense egotisin is another of De·ncornbe 1 s traits 
poritrayed in several guises. Some of them are the char-
' / 
acter1 s self-identification with nature, intense pride 
in his artistic development, a superior attitude toward 
other people, and a feeling that praise and worship are 
' . ' 
his just due. He especially seems to identify Lhe sea. 
with himself, for it reflects his moods and his thoughts. 
On the opening page the sea, like his state of mind, is 
colorless (p. 192). Later it is "all sux~face and t1t.1inkle, 
· · far sl1allower tl1an the spiri·t of man" ( p. 192). Finally 
as he is about to explain bis ideal of art to Doctor Hugh, 
-
"the gr~eat still sea os·tensibly" waits his eJcplana·tory 
hour ( P• 205). pencombe also tl1inks of himself in bird 
\. \. _ _; 
or flying imagery. In "t The Iv:Iiddle Years' bad he talren 
his flight" (p. 201). · Then as he is ltJell enough to. think 
once more about wri t"ing, · he is tt soar,ing again a little 
1-, ...• •1 
-on the weak wings of convalescence" (p. 205). 
,Dencombe 1 s egotism is ·also manifest in his attitude 
toward bis own art. As he. re~ds. his latest creation at 
\ 
( 
.,, 
I' 
\ 
::· 
" ' 
.... -. 
. --~-......... ~ ..... . 
· Bournemouth, he recognize~ its excellence. 1tNever probably 
had that talent, such as it was, been so· fine. His dif-
· f!culties were still there, but what was also -there, • • • 
·wa~ tbe art that in rr1ost cases bad surrnounted tbem"(p. 194). 
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sake of r:i"~t. _n·rt v1as-~chi·ld .of time, the nu1"<)Bli11g of 
delay; Lb~ had struggled and suffered for it, making sacri---
fices not to be counted. • • _. There_ was an infinite charm 
for Dencombe in feeling as he had never felt before that 
diligence Jincit omnia" {p. 195). He sees the development 
of his talent as an organic growth, a ·well-known romantic 
motif of the tree. "!twas as if he had planted bis 
genius, had trusted his method, and they bad grown up and 
flo~1ered with this swe_etness" (p. 19.5). The fact that so 
jY 
much struggle has gone into developing what ability he 
has, leads "poor Dencombe" to cherish it even more. 
Another piec/of evidence for Dencombe 1 s 
/~ 
egotism is 
the way in which he separates himself from other human 
beings and looks down upon them either figuratively or 
.literally. Before he meets Doctor Hugh, Dencombe perches 
bigb on the cliff and observes the thre~ figures on the 
beach beloiv. Fancying himself as tl1e epitome of organic 
or innate talent, be d j_spl:j_rages them as rnec hanicalo The 
~~re-,....-,-· 
...., 
gen tlema11 •• A& n ex - 'Y'-b it a - +- lady" moves "mechanically, H and the u..... !.l y 
is lilce a broken dotvn "flying machine" (p. ·193). Then 
as they climb up the path Dencombe n-otices their ascent 
',. 
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Bournemouth., .. b .. e ... recognizes its excellence • uNever probably 
I • 
had tba.·t talent-:, sue b as it was., been so .fine. His dif-
.• 
ficul ties l..Jere still there, b·u t what ~as also _th.ere, • • • 
was the art -that in mo·st cases bad suPmou11.ted them" (p. 194). 
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Ab 6v e all he is proud of the sacririces he has made for the 
· sake of art. tt It was the child of time, the nursling of 
delay; be had struggled and sufferbd'for it, making sacri-
fices not to be counted •••• There was an infinite charm 
for Der1cornbe in feeli:ng as he had never felt before that 
diligence vincit-, ,2rgp_ian (·po 195). He sees the development 
of his talent "f2i.s an organic growth, a well-known romantic 
motir of the tree. ~It was as if he had planted his 
genius, had trusted his method, and they had grown up and 
floivered with this sweetness" (·p. 195). The :fact that so 
much str~ggle has gone into developing what ability he 
has, leads npoor Dencombe" to cherish it even more. 
Another piece of evidence for Dencombe's egotism is 
the way in which he separates himself from other human 
beings and loolrs doivn upon them either figuratively or 
literal.lye Before be meets Doctor Hugh, Dencombe perches 
. high on the cliff and ob~~rves the three rigures on the 
, 
beach below. Fancying himself as the epitome of organic 
or innate talent, he disparages them as mecbanicalo The 
gentleman moves 1'mec_h_~JJically 5 n and the n exorbitant lady" 
- ·~ 
is lil{e a broken down uflying machine" (p. ·193). Then 
as they climb up the path Dencombe notices their ascent 
. l ..,. r 
..,, .... 
--
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is "artificial and easy" -- ex~ctly what his literary de-_:· 
velopment, described in the preceding paragraph, has not · 
' been (n. 195) .. Iri addition to taking a supercilious at-... 
\ 
': 
, 
-~· _·,· _---:-_ t_i~ude towar_d~~-o-pl~_ n_e_n __ ~~· ·. ~.~s_o~· im_a~gi.=1es what he wan_t_s __ ---, ______ ----:-::::-_ ---=-=----=---=-~------::--11 
-------- : to.about them, and often he ~rill not face the reality of 
... 
.fact. ·For instance, when he bas decided that Doctor Hugh 
is surely a book reviewer~ be,will not look at his copy of 
.. 
n· ~The ~~J.dl~ Yearf!_ for fear of d_iscovering otherwise. - .It 
served his purpose to have ... a tbeory that sbouldn s .,c be ex-
posed to rerutation" · (p. 1·97.). Dencorabe .also· egotistically 
gl:ries in any ava11kJ.,2. praise. When he meets the young 
man so eager to laud the author of Tbe !1,~d£~ L~§lrSm~ he 
consciously draws out ttany :tmpulse to praiseu to good 
result (p. 198). During his illness Denc6mbe begins to 
see the young phys,ician as "a servant of his al tar," a 
man who has "set him up forconnoi-sseurs to worship" 
( p. 204). 
\. ' With all his self-pity and 1S~lf-esteem, however, .. it 
is implied tl1at Dencorn.be might actt1ally have 11 ttle to be 
·proud of'. There is no indication tl1at bis artjds involved 
with life, for his esthetics is not-that natural but con-
. trived and artificial. Notice two passages. The first 
describes "tl1e dim underworld of ftc tion, the· great glazed 
tank of art,tt where "strange silent s~bjects floatn (p. 
194). While in his Art of Fiction, James sees the novel -- - __ ......___ 
as "an impression of lif...e, n Dencorabe' s "glaze·d tank" seems 
~-. 
-r 
• ~· -- . 
r~ .. . . 
•-'. 
. t 
·•· 
/ 
·-- R --- --·- ... 
devoid of life. Later Dencornbe de·scribes his "last manner" 
as· a temple. · "The precious metals he would dig from tl1e 
" 
mine, the je1--1els rare, strings or pearls.,·. he would: hang 
' g6 b·etween the colurans o:f his temple" (pa 205) o · Here again 
!)'. 81 
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. Also tl1e cover or Th .. ~o I\,Ticl~le_ I.ea.re~ is described as "duly 
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.. meretricious" (p. 193), meaning gaudily or deceitf'ully 
ornamental, or pertaining to a prostitute. This adjective, 
·, 
. plus the fact that the boo1t is boun.d iri red, may give some 
hint or the value of its contents. 
Den·combe' s self-pity _and egotism, or course., make him 
a weak man, who must cling to, or iden-'cify hiraself with 
another. He does so, and tl1us becomes another of James' 
meddlers. The relat-ionship between Doctor Hugh and Den-
J 
combe -is especially interes.ting, and actually necessary 
to Dencombe for two reasons: ( 1) the physician· gives him 
not only a syrr1pa·thetic ear, but the praise be so badly 
wants; and (2) he can perhaps save Dencombe's life, giving 
him t·hat desired u extension." The ailing author's in-
-
., 
fluence upon the younger 1nan is possible cf course through 
Dencombe' a aptness and Hugh's willingness to be meddled 
with. Dencombe begins by drawing out the Doctor's praise, 
"spending half an hour in making his visitor talk while 
be2-- kept himself quiet" ( p. 198). · Soon a.fterwards he be-
gins machinations to procure the young man as a frequent 
··-·· ·' 
confidant • 
' • •! 
"His visitor's attitude promised him a luxury 
, . 
. ..,.,:. __ . 
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of intercourse, though he was sure a due rreedom for Doctor 
-Hugh would depend not a little on the Countess. He learned 
without delay tvbat type or, Countess was involved, master-
r ing as well the nature of the tie that united the curious 
_trion (p. 199). He succeeds so well in mastering Hugh's· 
will that he does "ac-cordingly what ·he" wants "with him, 
even wi tbout being known as Dencorabe" (p. 199). \men his 
mask!)_ part of the meddling operation, is discovered., Den-
--
comb e .faints, but by this time :,,the young doctor is so far 
under his spell· and the spell o.f Th~_ Mi}ld~ ~eg:f! that all 
.... ,....... 
1:· tlie writer must do is continue to play on hi~ young sym~ 
pathies. He does so on his sick bed by mentioning his 
advancing age and loneliness., and intimating bis unhappi-
ness (p. 202). Then too, Doctor Hugh is ingenuous and Ji;,-
malleable., For instance, he candidly launches a conver-
' sation with Dsncoinbe, a complete stranger, about whom he 
knows nothing except that be happens also to be reading 
The Middle Years. Hugh even conresses open infatuation 
for the writer. Also the young doctor bas been unknow-
.. i~_gly meddled with by the countess, who "picked him up" 
at a hotel in Switzerland, too1c a liking to him, and r·or 
a good sum keeps him on, exacting all his time and un-
divided attention (p. 199). 
No\llr that "poor D~ncombe" bas the doctor : sp:ellbound, 
be th inlcs of0 hL'Yfl not only as a worshiper and confidant, 
but as a magical influence. 
. -·---,--~ 
Even at the story's beginning 
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be sees hlm.')as nmystifying," an ''appartition" (p. 198), 
and being ill, he wants tbe·young man to work miracles for 
1,,, .. , .. , 
him~ "He thought of the fai~y-tales or· science and cl1armed 
\ 
-· 
himself into f'orgetting ~t he looked for a mag,ic that 
. ,---
,~~ was not of th is .world o- -- DectoP -Ht.1ga-wa-s an -app-a-ri·tion, and 
\~ . ..;:.._.. - . 
·~:,: 
that place.d him above the lat'1'" ( p. 204). Finally after 
' putting his trust and hopes for th~future in the young 
~ 
physician,· Dencombe bas closely ident5.fied himself with 
_ .. _the man., whose voice :qoii seems to have "the ring of a 
ma~riage-beli" (p. 209). Then j~st berore his death when 
Hugh reminds· him, "'You've al1-1ays "do11e" it,'" Denco:mbe 
replies., "'tve 1 ve done something or other·,.u (p. 210). No-
tice the close identification in the pronoun "W~." l4est-
.brook, who concentrates o~ Dencombe' s egotis·tical dis-
tortion of events claims, however, that Dr. Hugh is totally 
insincere and merely perceives his patient's delusion 
-enough to take advantage of it. Therefore., it is Dr. Hugh 
who dupes Dencombe by telling him that the Countess bas 
cursed him and re.fused him in her will. There is no 
truth, says the ,critic, in Hugh's claim to have forfeited 
money for Dencombe, and he lies to tbe dying man only to 
impress him. Although Westbrook has an interesting con-
. 97 ·. jecture, there is-· n9t e11ough evidence to support it. · 
,, 
The story ends ironically, for one of the characters 
bas a moment of realiza tio11 i1hile the other does not. -~ 
; 
· Dencombe lose.::S. hiS "frustration" as lif'e finally- ,passes. 98 
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Be.fore death, however, he realizes, that it,is passion that 
is · tl1e task. "' The rest [the glazing on the· tank, the hang-
ing of gems in temples] is the nmadness of art"'" (p. 210). 
,. 
It is this nmadness of art," the mechanism, liTith. livhicb he 
bas struggled and which has led to his frustration~ .He 
, 
has bad his one and only chance. Altl1ough .c "poor Dencombe" 
realizes his mistake, Doct~r Hugh does not real~ze his 
own. He has followed an ideal, an artist, who because of 
bis pro~ession, should have possessed the spark of truth 
and life 9 but did not. In .foll.01r'1ing Dencombe., he gave up 
the Countess, life itself. She was spontaneous, lively, 
s-:. , ~ mechanistic only in Dencombe' s first :lmpression oi' her as 
,, 
' 
' 
·, 
· a broken "flying macl1ine,," She is described as 0 gener-
ous," nindepe11dent, 11 neccentric.," ttpassionate," "almost 
irresistible" (p. 199), and she bas a violent and aimless 
will" (p. 200). These are very human, dynamic qualities, 
~11 .. of which Dencombe lacks. l11lbat Doctor Hugh bas done 
is ·to leave the dynamic person for the mechanistic one, 
when he thought he was doing the opposite. 
"Poor De11combe t" He was so dissolved in self'-pi ty 
and egotism -- but even more, poor Doctor Hught ror being 
so infatuated, so blind. 
3. · "The Dea tb of' the Lion',-( 1894) 
With "The Death or tbe Lion" we turn once more to 
' , :. 
"'"'-·-· -
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Y the first person narrator, who in this story e.xh1b1 ts many 
~ 
-· . or the characteristics of-meddling and egotism that his 
~ 
_ c'-ounterparts do in nTbe }1adonna of th·e Future," -"The Author 
,.. f . --=--· 
'· '\ 
· of Beltraffio," nGreville Fane~'··· (no·t treated in this pa- --
-- --------~~er)_1 __ and uT·he Re.al Tbing. 0 .... Thjs narrat.o.:rJ.s,-~-tone,~eewever,-
is much ltg;flt·er than that of his forerunners, and he is 
able to relate the most inhuman actions with a flippant 
tone. He, like the narrator of "The Author of Beltraffio," 
·r 
·-·· 
is a young literary enthusiast who b_ecomes intrigued with 
an older, somewhat successful novelist, Neil Faraday. 
Through bis relation of events which lead to Paraday's 
eventual end at the bands of society art patrons, the nar-
rator is discovered to be an egotist and a meddler in-
sensitive to others because or bis own feelings of self-
. importance. Furthermore., his influence over tbe no.velist 
. '" l 
.I_ .... {' 
and another or bis young admirers, Fanny·Hurter, is 
facilitated· by the weakness of* Faraday and the·-ingenuous-
ness of Miss Hurter. Because of his tone and bis egotism, 
"The Death of the Lion" ·is a tale not so much ab6ut Par.a- · 
day as about the narrator himself, · and his attempts to 
convince the writer's followers that it i~ the man's work, 
not. the man, wl1icrr,~they should discover in order to know 
Faraday. Meanwhile the narrator himself spends little 
time on the author's work and a great deal of time ma-
-- -~ 
nipulating his life. The Iiarratori s delusio11,1) then., is 
thinking he is any better than Faraday's other followers,-
..... l\ 
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1nclti'd,1ng Mrs. Wimbush,· at· whose country house the author 
,. ;,- ' 
· rinal·ly dies.···:. 
-. y. 
Published first in the April, 1894, edition of the 
; 
Yellov1. Boolr a11d subsequently in an 1895 collection, Ter-
--.....-- ==· 
mina.tio:ns 99 "The Death of the Lion" has ree-eiv-ed mea-g--er . 
. a•==~ 
and super.fie ial treatrn.ent by tcri tics o Most have concen-
trated on the s_tory' s irony, and Krishna Vaid acclaims it 
as one or James' . greatest tales because of this si.;tJ3tained 
quality. The serious theme, he says, of what happens to 
. , 
an artist fully exposed to society, is kept from being. 
. r~ ... ,-·· ! 
100 
overly cumberso111e by the humor. It is an "extrava-
ganza.," says F. vv. Dupee, and "there is a . place in 1 t f'or 
both cleverness ·and pathos, two qualities which are com-
mon to most of these artist tales. 11101 Concentrating on 
cleverness, Eben Bass notes James' whimsical use of 
Dickensian names for the characters of "The Death of the 
Liono" There is, for instance, tbe magazine editor, Mr. 
Pinborn, rh-yming with tin horn, Lord Coucbley, fi tting,ly 
a noncommittal statesman, and Mrse Bounder, a recent di-
102 
vorcee. Sister M. Corona Sharp also finds comedy 
throughout the story, . even in the narrator's courtship of 
Fanny Hurter, whose affections for Paraday he manipulates 
· 10~ 
to his own advantage. - Al though Helen Horne also fi·nds 
comic and farcical elements in the story, she sees the 
irony as a detracting force. l04 ··· ·· 
The comedy., farce, and much of ·the irony, howeyer, 
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are contained in the na-rrator 1 s ·tone, for the plot 1 tseolf 
-~ 
is rather grim. The story opens 'v'Ji th the narrator 1 s con-
vin~ing Mr., Pinborll, his boss on a weekly periodical, · t6at 
an arti<ile should be v1ri tten on ___ the .. -p.p arid coming novelist, 
=-=--:::-:--___ - __ -____ - _______ N_~i l Pare.day o Ini tially>--tbe narr?tor belongs to the b1')eed 
-~ ....... 
~~- --- ------~~-~-~-
of jour~nalists like :tvir·. Pinborn who will stoop to tbe low-
est invasion of a celebrity's privae-y t_o- get a story. Like 
the narrator of the Aspe~ !:~=er~., be is one of the tribe 
of 1~publj.sh ing scoundrels. n Entering Neil Faraday• s home 
·with only journalistic intentions., however, the narrator 
undergoes a complete change of heart as he is impressed 
with Paraday both as an artist and as a man. At the writ-· 
er' s suggestion be moves f'rom a nearby inn ·to his home and 
then accepts Faraday's invitation to stay a few extra days. 
During this visit the two men become very close, and the I . 
narrator is honored by a preview of the author's next book. ,, 
which he calls "a mine of gold" (p. 215). However, be-
cause Faraday has recently suffered from an illness likely 
to recur under much exertion, be has doub~,ts of his bei.ng 
~.,.,.:n:r, 
able to complete the intended work. The narrator is not ... 
tbe only journalist inte~ested in Faraday, for one day as· -
' . ~-
t be two men are discussing literary 1uatters, a Mr. Morrow, 
a kind of syndicated columnist, appears on the scel)e to do 
a little piece on Faraday's home and private life. Com-
_ _pletely con:fused by the reporter's questions, the nove~-
ist turns the intervie1r.1 over to the narrator to act as hi·s 
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_ spokesman, a duty which be_ willingly performs for the rest. 
of Paraday' s· life. Morrow, the proverbial snooping jour-
nalist.,_ publishes l1is article on the flood tide of many 
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such pieces on the promising ~utbor. Neil Paraday has been· -- J
1 
. 
11discoveredH and finds· it. impossible ~tq ___ l_iy~---~!l ___ peac.~~ ----~- ---=----=--====-====~'.; I - --~ --- -----------· 
Back in London he is ple.gued t-Ji th dinner invitations, week-
. end parties, and pretentious c·allers., among t-vhom Mrs o 1;iJeeks 
·w1mbusb is one of the most· inf'luential. It is she and the 
narrator who finally vie with each other for control of 
poor Paraday 1 s life. While the narrator proclaimsptbat an 
........... ,.,,'. ····--~..... -·-
.. interest in Paraday' s work is essential to knowing birn as 
,, I • -t • ' ',' "" a person, Mrs. Wimbush is primarily concerned with having 
the writer available to introduce to her superficial friends 
and broadly exposing him to society in general. Also among 
Paraday 1 s admirers and- one. of the main characters of the 
story, is Fanny Hurter, whom the narrator one day finds 
waiting in the dining room for the author's autograph. In 
his usual effort to divert Paraday 1 s admirers from his per-
son to his works, the narrator greets her.,gets her auto-
~:. graph book, and p~omises to procure Faraday's signature 
himself and return the book to her. Thus begins a lengthy 
.friendship presumably con.eluding in marriage between the 
-narrator and Miss Hurter, vzho becomes so convinced by the 
narrator 1 R advocacy of Paraday's art as more important 
than his person that she refuses even to look upon the 
novelist in public, contenting herself by devouring all 
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his wo:rks. Fanny and the narrE}tor grow _so close that the 
. ' story's concluding· sections are devoted. to his corres-
pondence t1i tb her fro1n r;irs. 1rf.imbusb' s cou·ntry horae, Pres·-
., 
tidge, where she_hai gathered Paraday, and several other 
literary and .social nlions" of the day. 
--- -- - ----.. --~ 
- -- ----
-- -
--
-- -- --
as the narrator reports it to Miss Hurter, is a disgrace 
to Paraday, who is there merely to be on display and to 
entertain the guests with a reading from bis work in pro-
gress. The latter ever1t is never carried through., how-
ever, because the manuscript is lost by .one o:f the guest.s. 
In the meantime also Neil Faraday s1.lffers a relapse of 
bis former illness and is unable to take part in the 
activities. This recurrence of the disease is actually 
wished for by Paraday, says R. P. Blackmur, because be 
knows what Mrs. Wimbush bas made of him and the probable 
outcome of such social over-exposure. 105 Although he is· 
missing, no one notices Ps.raday' s absence from dinner and 
chatter, for they are enamoured with two more of Mrs. 
Wimbusb 1 s literary lior1s., Dora Forbes., a male novelist, 
.and Guy Walsingham, a female advocate of the "larger 
latitude." Because they are named counter to their 
respective sexes, Blackmur terms Dora and Guy a thi:rd sex,· 
106 a nsuccess sex" capable of surviving the social existence. 
Such an existence ultimately kills Neil Paraday, and he 
,- '·· . dies at Prestidge 9 never. knowing that his precious manu-
.script hJ;s been carelessly lost. 
\ 
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~·-~·"'" On his death bed, in 
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·ract, he dir~cts the narrator to publish· the manuscript 
_ just as·it is. Because it is missing, _the n~.rrator., and 
supposedly Miss Htirter, devote the rest of their lives to. 
the search, but have as yet had no results. Ana so ends 
a __ story of the destruction of an ar.,cis tic hun1a11 being. 
- - - -
-Says- Krishna Vaid.,- ·nThe moral -of the fable is his help-
- · 10 lessness once' the process is under way. u 7 The author's 
death results from the concentration of ~thers upon his 
life instead of bis work, says Walter F. Wright, and 
"Apart from his ivork, l're il Para.day is of little conse-
quence. It is the adventures of bis sensitive -- imagination 
that give him life. 11108 
,/ 
Although critics such as Vaid and Wright are proba-
bly correct in their assessment of Faraday's position and 
the cause of his death, they have neglected to see the 
importance of the narra. tor's role in the story as not 
only the reporter of events but as actual manipulator of 
the author just as Ivirs. Wimbush is. To make this role 
.r. 
··more simple Neil -Faraday proves to be rather an easy :man 
to manage, a fact hinted at throughout in the +:rnagery. 
I 
·-Al though the sto~y is called "The Death of the Lion," and 
J9 
-t 
Faraday is alluded to as a lion ( p. 225) and is once called 
"the king of the beasts" "{p. ·224), ho~e imagery is more ,;- . 
prevalent than lion~ Since_horses can be broken and har-
nessed while the big cats remain strong and untamed$) this 
might indicate something about Faraday's malleability. He 
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."' -.. -~ 'is actually· referred to as "tractable" at one· point as the 
narrator 1 explains, uHe bad consented for a time to be of 
i 
·; indiac::,rubber, but my thoughts were fixed on the day he ' , 
~hould resume his shape or at le~st; get back into bis box" f 
( • 225).·~~~a~.--tbe ___ s_t_ory' s conclusion tbe number of horse ==-=========================================-====---====----.-:=:":~~- ~--
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and harness images increases. 1/lhen Faraday's reputation 
reaches -sufficient height., his portrait is done by i1r. 
Rumble ( another r1 ttingly named .cbarac ter) whose "studio 
~ G 
was a circus in wt1ich tbe man of the hour • • • leaped 
through the hoops _o~ his showy .frames almost as electric-
! 
·ally as they [the popular new artists and writers] bu~st 
into telegrams and 'specials.' He pranced into therex-
hibitions on their back'!· (p. 232),. Faraday has "been 
promptly caught and saddled" for 1Jir. Rumble' s bene£i t 
(p. 233). Later also the narrate~ speaks of the Buthor's 
"social harness" (p. 235), wbicll. be feels binding himself. 
And actually it doe·s seem that Faraday is a rather 
_weak man. Of course be is weak-physically because of his 
illness, but his weaknesses of personality are also evi-
D dent. First of all when Mr. Morrow comes to invade his 
privacy for the .sake or a syndicated article on Faraday's 
personal li.fe, the author like a stricken animal does not 
know bow t~ get rid. of him, and instead of answering bis 
questions, he allows the narrator to speak for him. Final-
ly be rlees to his room, leaving the younger man to deal 
with Mr. Morrow. Although he apparently senses that his 
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approaching· 
incapable of 
every social 
eminence means a dwindling 
-doing anything_ about ito 
invitation, and realizing 
\ 
privacy, Paraday is 
Instead, he accepts 
., 
most of his ac-
quaintances have read little of his w6rk, be persists in 
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seeing them., · eve·11 carrying abotlt nin bis pocJtet tbe. po1:!t~--~- · ___ _ 
.. 
able sophistries about the nature of the artist's task" 
(p. · 224). If' Faraday is. as devoted to art a·s the narrato,r 
says he is, then he bas little strength to support his 
____ position, ,for he has quickly compromised wi tb society and . . 
Mrs. livimbus h., tvhom he is admittedly afraid of. The nar-
rator tells us, "lfhen I hint tba t a violent rt1pture with · 
our hostess would be the best thing in the world for him 
be gives me to understand that if bis reason assents to 
tbe proposition his courage hangs woefully back. He makes 
no secret of being mortally afraid of her, and when I ask 
what harm she can do nim that she has,n' t already done be 
simply repeats: 'I'm arraid, I'm afraidt · Don't inquire 
~- -
too closel~,' he said last night; 'only believe that I 
_. feel a sort of terr~r· It's strange, when she's so kindt'" 
·' 
(pp. 236-237). Such a man., powerless to control bis own 
fate, __ is · a natural target for meddlers like I1rs. Wimbush 
0 
' . and the narrator of "The Death of the Lion." 
The narrator takes rull advantage of his opportunities 
to meddle, and t-1e may trace bis groiiing identification with 
' 
Faraday from. his initial vieltr as an ·objective __ journalist 
to the point at which he !'eels Faraday's "social harness" 
J • 
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- as his own. Fu:rtbermore., the narrator' ·s flippant tone in-
dicates his _delusion, for be appears not to realize that 
his medd~ing ~1i tb Faraday is no better than r1rs o \ 1Jimbush' s. 
,~--.--~-
Although i-ve can trust his story· for the most part, his ac- · 
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It is probable tbat he is actually jealous of Mrso itlirabush, 
who guesses this cause for bis sour fabe, the cause which 
he relates to Fanny. "' I'm made restless by the selfish-
ness of the insincere friend -- I want to monopolise Par-
ad.a:y· in order that he may push me on. To be intimate with -
bim's a feather in my cap; it gives me an importance that 
I couldn't naturally pretend to., and I seek to deprive · 
him of social refreshment because I fear that meeting more 
~,, ',.,,.'I' I/". t · ',. ' 
disinterested people may enlighten him as to my real mo-
d . 
tive. All the 1!-disinterested pe,ople here are his partic-
ular admirers and have been carefully selected as such'" 
(p. 235). Note the narrator is telling Fanny what Mrs. 
Wimbush thinks ·of' him. The fact that he does it_ so glibly., 
in the first· person., indicates how blind be is to his otin 
<J~l.I-r 
motivations. Paraday is indeed the narrator's means to 
impo~tance, "a feather in bi~ cap." His feelings of 
importance increase vastly from .. the· beginning of the_ story 
when he admits his in~ignificance on the weekly periodical 
until the end when be and Miss Hurter have a purpose in 
their lives because of Paraday'~ lost manuscript. Working 
for I'1r. Pinborn, he considers himself ncbeap, u not more 
• "l ,Q 
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than a piece of off ice furniture handed down .from the pre-
vious 01r1ner, Mr. Deedy, to -l~r. Pinhorn. Because be_ holds 
little weight in the organization, be must plead iii th his 
ttcbief" to vi1ri te the story on Neil ];'ara.day, the as-"signment 
-
. 
--wa~e-tl- chang.e-S---h.is ___ lif_e ,___for _not_ o_nl_y___g_Qe_~ the _ n?r:Pa to~_ 
·admire the author 9 but· Faraday takes a genu.ine interest 
in him. When he invites th·e narrator to extend his visit· 
and stay in his home, the narrator consents gladly, an.d · 
from this point his sense of self~importance grows. He 
actually becomes brazen especially tirhen Mr. Pinhorn re-
-· fuses his first article, and he sends a second one to 
. 
\ 
- t· 
another periodical (p. 215). 
., 
Gradually, also, his feel-
_ .ings of possessiveness for Faraday gro11 until. after a 
mere th·ree days' hoe speaks of the author as 11 my great 
mann ( p. 21.5) .- Quic~ly he appoints himself. as body-guard 
admitting,· ·"The idea of his security became supremely 
dear to men (p. '{17). The first challenge to his posi-
Jt 
'1' 
tion as close friend and protector of Neil Pa,raday comes 
when Faraday's book is published and an epoc~-making 
- article is printed about him in The Em:Rireo v-Jhen this 
occurs, the narrator realizes he will no longer be alone 
at Faraday's side. "The tremendous wave • • • had swept 
sometl1i11g ai·1ay. It bad l{nocked do¥rn, I suppose, ·my little 
customary altar, my twinkling tapers and my flowers, and 
bad reared itself into tbe likeness of a temple vast and 
bare., n be admits- (p. 218). .Nevertheless, he persists in 
I i• 
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~ seeing himself', . perhap{~ more than ever, as Faraday's· sav-
- . 
iour, who "must remain as long as possible to save" (p. , · 
219). Acting as Faraday's body-guard and spolresman, he 
begins handling his public relations, first with Mro Mor-
r__aJ~,r ____ t_be journai·ist.,· to whom he answers for Faraday, even 
.in the autbbr• s presence without invitation (p •. 220) • 
. ,. . 
Back in London Paraday ascends in import;ance., but not 
without the narrator's having becorn.e a constant companion. 
He even perpetrates a bargain i-1i th Faraday n tr)a t I should 
.. make it my business to take care of himtt (p. 225). Al-
, though the narrator gives no details as to_who instigated 
... . " the bar~gain, it may be surmised that the agressor was the . 
narrator himself'. se'rving in the now official capacity r 
'(t 
of care-taker, the young man's importance achieves an 
enhancement~ especially in his relationship with Fanny 
Hurter. Because she is a_ young, ingenuous American girl, 
· be can manipulate her and convince her that it is wrong 
.. 
, to impose upon Paraday until it is be who takes the gr;:{ 
author's place in her life as bis representative. He 
becomes ever so much more. impressive, whereas he ·probably 
would never have m1=1naged a cou1~tsbip without being able_ 
< 
to bask in Faraday's literary glow._ Indeed, his associ-
. ation t'lfith Neil Faraday actually makes the narrator what 
be is, gives him a raison dietre,·and ultimate~y a mate.· 
. ' 
His failing, or course, is that he does not realize the· 
ins'l:n.cerity of bis regard for Faraday and tbat his manip-
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ulation .of the man is no better tban anyone else's ... Fur-
. 
. thermore, tl1e nar·rator' s sense of impor-tance extends be-
yond Paraday' s life, for the au tho1· designates a task for 
him -- to publish hiamanusdripto Since the work is lost, 
the young man roust s~arcb for it indefinitely. 
With uTbe Death of the Lion" we have still another 
example of James• adeptness in handling point of view, a 
subtlety consistently missed by critics who in their eager-
ness to get at the author's esthetic, neglect his artistry 
in storymtelling. What an expert touch by James to have 
his story-teller the biggest lion hunter of them all, and 
the nlionn not a lion but a horse, easily caught and 
--...J..:lled 
.:t~UU • 
"The Figure in the Carpet" 
. {1896) 
Published first in Cosmopoli~, January-February, 1896, 
and the same year in a volume of short stories entitled 
- 109 , Embarrassments, "Tl1e Figure, in the Car·I:Jet 11 is the last 
story analyzed in this paper. It is a fitting conclu-sion 
also, because in it -a:J?e 1;many character types James de-
'-51 ~ 
veloped in bis stories of t"1ri ters and -artists -since nThe 
Madonna of the Future~ in 1873. For instance, there is 
the socialite pa tro11 of the arts, Lady Jane, who reminds 
us of Mrs. Coventry or Mrs. Wimbush, and of course there 
is the revered writer, Vereker, iauded and lionized like 
.. _. 
~ 
:"_}i:'.' 
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··Mark Ambient and Neil Faraday, but mo:3t resembling Henry 
. ~ 
. -~ ~ ;• . 
· st. George in bis egotism. Most imp.ort·ant in the scope· 
. 
,.,- .. ,~:;·.'.;'.'-!'., "' '. i' 
or this paper, ho1iever, is the narrator, whose "type" James 
formulated_ with greatest subtlety, developing his delusionS-, 
of self-impoortance and portraying his actual cruelty in 
meddling with other lives, particularly the artist's.-
These· characteristics, of course, are not confined to 
first~person narrators, for the characters from whose 
;. 
points of view stories are told also exhibit them. Take, 
for instance, Paul Overt of nThe Lesson of the Master" and 
Dencombe of "The Middle Yea1~s o" Both these characters 
• held delus·ions of' their own grandeur.,- not necessarily grand 
'i.... ·""· .. "'" 
•-"- .,- .•. -.... , •. ,.t:·,"'":o ·.'. •.' • ;-, '" , .. ·~""''°' ·-··-··· 
!:. : . ~ 
at all. "The Figure in the Carpet" is most like "The Les-
son of the :r.,1aster" in that it portrays a relatio,nship ot 
i 
~,ef~ 
master and younger man, wbo is then duped by the older. 
_ __... -·-Jrrhus, like Paul Overt, the narrator of' this story is 
~.addled with instead o:f doing the meddling hi1nself. The 
mos-t · striking difference between this narrator and those 
in previous Ja1nes stories is the formeru s tone. Al though 
he is extremely egot.istical and is deluded about his oivn 
.. 
" ' 
importance, be is franlrly so., whereas other such c~arac-
ters have .. either attempted to hide their- real intent-ions 
behind a facade of concern :for otb?rs . or have remained 
blind to them al together. Tbis narrator, however, is 
'honestly a rogue. In :fact, James bas heightened the tone . 
o:f inhumanity in all the characters, none of whom have 
- ';-:,· 
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any.compassion. The story thus heralds the sophisti~ated 
i 
savagery of such novels as The Awktt1ard Age. 
--
· The srtory, tn1hich has intrigued many a scholar., con-
cerns the umessagen .or "figure" woven throughout all Hugh 
Vereker' s works, a secret no one has been able to ur1cover 
,r even though they knovJ by the author's own word that it 
exists. Because once more the misunderstood artist ap-
pears in James' fiction, several critics rush to proclaim 
"The Figure in the Carpet" as a personal sta·bement by the 
author, pointing out that Vereker's plight is similar to 
110 James' • Robert Ly11d finds such a correlation but is 
f'ar from complimentary to J~mes, saying, " 1 The Figure in 
the Car·pet' may be read as the defense offered by a too 
subtle and increasingly unpopular author both to an in-
different public and to an equally depressing claque of 
111 · yes-1nen and yes-women o u Since the · story concerns the 
' r- -
misunderstanding of an author's work, the question arises, 
to whom is the story addressed? "The story is essentially 
an open letter to literary critics.," says Osborn Andreas, 
"admonishing them -to pay closer attention -to the cre-ative 
works they examine, to pay them the courtesy of a more 
analytic apprec:i.ation.n112 
I. 
Taking the vie~ 1 tbat the tale-
is a lesson to. readers, R. P. Blackrnur points out that 
correct reading is very close to the creative process. In 
order to catch the author• s pas·sio\n, the reader must peruse 
; _ ..... 
with his own emotions -- not a,nfrenzied curiosity.nll3 
.... ~ ...... , .• 
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A1though· bis best friends claim to b.ave found· Ve:reker 1 s 
··secret, the narrator himself' never· uncovers it p~rhaps 
because~ as Helen Horne suggests, he. is too narrow to 
-' ··... 114 
·. understando Quent-in Anderson sees the narrator's fail-
ure and the failure of anyone else to understand Vereker•s 
--------~------ - ----message as an outgrowth of their inability to love •115 
• 
''), 
. "'·· 
The narrator 1f selfish., says Seymour Lainof.f, and his 
0 
"too-intent "'search for meaning·· defeats its own pur·p,ose; 
since be is not interested in the work itself so much as 
in the prize at'lfai ting him at the conclusion of his search, · 
.... _ the work eludes him. 1• 116 i lik J M h .e:a ttT __ · He s . e obn arc er oi he· 
Beast in the Jungle·, tt says Leo Levy., in that both men 
suffer from ttpsycbic impotence. "117 
~p.'.\i":t,,1,,1,-,, .,, . ""'. I 
Like "The Deatl1 o.f the Lion Ti: the story opens in the 
· --------orfioe of a weekly pe~iodical °ti'Tbere the narrator is as-
signed by George Corvick to review Hugh Vereker 1 s latest 
book. His best rriend, Corvi~k; basn 1 t time to do the 
article, and being a long.-time admirer ·o:E Vereker,- the 
narrator jump~_ at the chance to improve his 01vn reputa.tion 
by ---r-eviev1ing sue h - a t..rork. Also, since be bad_ accepted a 
week-end invitation- to a gathering of socially elite at 
' 
· Bridges a tifeel{=end home of. Lady Jane where Vereker will 
also be present,_ be considers th~ article an entree t·o the 
gr~at man 1 ·s: presence. "You won't be silly," Carvick 
warns him as he leaves tl1e as sign.me11t and,,~ goes off to 
Paris to help his fiancee, Miss Gwendolyn Erme, wh.ose 
-.~ 
-·- ··-·---·--·-···------·-- ... 1·'.'i; 
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. mother is ill (p. 281). Although the narrator does his. 
··be.st to please Corvick,. when·· the article comes out Corviok · 
/j 
is not COlnplei:;ely pleased. Nevertheless:) the ne.rrator 
~:-' 
..... ·.;f:, 
l, 
· goes to Bridges to be in Vereker• s 01,l]n company confident 
that his article is a masterpiece, certainly worthy or the 
------~~- ------------------------~ -------
~ ... ----~~--- ~==:c-._-__ -=._. - __ -_ -. ---great man's notic·e. Vainly be tries ·to maneuver an issue 
of The Middle into Vereker' s hands and gain access .,to his 
-presence, all. to no avail until one night Lady Jane thrusts 
the review at Vereker. "'You' haven't seen it? - Then you 
.\ 
must. The man has actual+Y got.at you,•" she says (p. aB3), 
and the reviei...red goes off to his roora ~ri th the article. Of 
course., the narrator is exuberant until at ~inner one of 
the guests asks what Vereker thinks of the piece. "'Oh, 
it's all right -- the usual twadole t '" he replies sett·ing 
·"./",\,;,'\ 
•
1n1 
the narrator back on bis heels. As Vereker explains that 
no one seems to catch hi~ message, the narrator become~ 
increasingly disappointed until, dejected, he finally goes 
to his roora. On tbe way·, <·however, he encounters the· autnor 
. . .. a' 
himself, who seems to have been waiting for him. He, 
apologizes., "'I'm afraid I most unwittingly wounded you by 
those w,o~ds of mine at dinner to }iiss Poyle. I learned 
·. but \alf an hour ago i'rom Lady Jane that you' re the author 
\ 
of tb~little notice in ThE:,]iiddl~1 n.(p. 285). 
The rest __ of Verekerw s corrve1".)sation that night, '- _ ... .Cl OY,Y-
·ever., marks the change in the na-rratorv s life and the 1·1ves 
of bis friend Corvick and Miss Erme. He makes it a point 
.. ·--
....... - .---··--· 
i 
f· 
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. ,t<> avoid critics., Vereker. explain,s, for they. consistently 
.., 
miss the point he tries to make in all his works.; . 1' 1 Wbat 
.. . 
then may yotlr '.\'little poi.nt\1~ happen to be?'" inquires the 
• 
I 
.. , . 
.. narrator inpocently (p._ 286). "•Have I got to tel_! you, 
-after all these years and labours?'"'"· im:plo·res the i .. 1ri t.er. 
At thi-s moment· tbc1 narrator's ~curiosity is~ prick.ea azid ex-
., 
. ~~- pands exponentiglly throughout the story. Vereker will 
: .. ; 
-· j' 
give him no hints as to the nature of his "figure" and 
actually tells him to give up the search before it is be-
gun, an.order which only incites the younger.man to go on. 
Feverishly re1~eading all Verelcer' s works, however, he soon , 
discovers that in his quest there is no longer -any enjoy-
me.nt. Only frustration remains~ and grows to a p~j_nt when 
,r:,1.,,, I 
he gives up the search and tells Corvick about Vereker's 
strange admission. Innned~ately the other man becomes 
fired with a desire to discover the figure in the carpet 
~nd enlists the help of Miss Erme who is also enthusiastic. 
But meanwhile Vereker writes to the?rrator admitting 
that be bas never told anyone else about the secret and 
begs bim not to spread the ne1,vs. Realizing that Corvick 
,. 
· bas told Miss Errne., who is likely to tell others, the 
n 
0 ~ 
.o 
narrator g-oes irr:rrnedis.tel~r. to Ver-eker and tells him of' the 
couple. Not upset at ~11, Vereker says their being en-
gaged might help them discover the secret. Ha·ving given 
up ~he q~est himself, the narrator has no choice but to 
sit back and watch George and Gwendolyn's methodical 
ti', 
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~ ' detective work with great anticipation, feeling responsible 
for their being able to join the chase at all. _During the 
course of their task, h91r1ever, Corvick and Ivfiss Erme ap-
pe$r to break their engagement, perhaps because her ailing 
mother does not ~pprove. Furthermore Corvick takes an as-
------'--~------..S::r.1igm1e-lr& -a-s--~e-orre~I'}-ondent to--·-I-mtj];\ ~anOliurrie s off to the . ·. 1 
' 
' 
. Far -~ast apparently1 dropping the search. Nevertheless, he 
, continues to ponder.? and in s·everal months, r11ss Erme calls 
the narrator to see a telegram she bas received. Corvick 
bas discovered the figure and plans to write an article,· 
~ but not until he bas Vereker's personal blessi~gs. He will 
-. explain everything to Miss Erme after they are married, he 
says, after Vereker bas assented to the Figure. When Cor-
vick returns to England, begins his article, and marries 
Miss Erme, the narrator is in Germany tending a sick younger 
brother. However, h~- hears the tragic news of Corvick's 
death on bis honeymoon in a dogcart accident. When be re-
102· 
,_ ' 
turns home,-· the narrator pays a visit to Mrs. Corvick, ~. 
··.~· 
primarily to find out the Vereker secret, but she refuses· ~· ,_, -· 
,.· to tell him. n,r beard everything., 1 " ____ ,.she says, "'and I 
mean to
1 
keep it to myself 1'" (p. 305). 
~ Abashed by her reception -of his question, the narrator 
· ·even wonders if it will be necessary to mar1~y Gi·rendolyn in 
order to know the secret. By this time bis obsession is 
·. so great that sue h a thought is possible. However, be 
· rej~cts it ~n favor of cultivating their friendship until 
, .. / 
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such time he can comfortably repeat the question "'Now at 
last 1r1bat is it? 111 ( p. 3Cit>). ..,.J.L.t-,It·' s my life.,'· tr she .r-e-
plies and again refuses (p. 307), so the narrator must"_ 
't-·-· -
, content himsell ·to. search .for some hint of Vereker 1 s mes-_,, ...... 
sage in Mrs. CorvickYs latest novel& At this point enters 
another character, Drayton Deane, a past friend of Cor-
vick's and now a reviewer .not only of Mrs. Corvick but ·or 
Vereker' s ·· final novel, The }~igbt of \'fay. In the course of' 
the story be marries Corvick 1 s widow, who then dies ~n 
chlldbirtb o Meanwl1ile Verekei? himself has also died, and 
tbe narrator is left with no course but to seek the .fig-
. ure· .. ···t·b~-ough .Drayton Deane., looking for some hint of his 
,\., 
wife's knowledge disclosed in his own articles. He finds 
nothing, however, in this indirect and fruitless search. 
Finally~',, unable to contain hiraself any longer, be con-
rronts Deane with the question of what Vereker's secret 
was. 01 As an older ·acquaintance ·of your late wife's than 
even ·you were, 1 rr_ be says, "'you must let me say to you 
_
1 
something I have on my mind. I shall -be glad to make any 
terms with you that you see i'it t .. o name for the informa-
tion she must have. bad f·rom George Corvi ck -- tbe in:forma-
t~ion, you know,"'· that had c.ome t6 him,. poor\ chap, in one 
. 
o'£ the happiest hours of bis lire, straight from Hugh 
··-· 
Vere1-cer'" (pe 311). This is a revelation to Deane, who 
has heard nothing of a figure neither fro111 h;is v-1ife nor 
-
.from anyone else. In fact, he seems almost hurt that his 
.... · ... 
v· , 
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spouse had kept something from him, but -this regre_t ,do·es- .... 
not prevent bis mounting curiosity and enthusiasm ror the 
quest-$ i,rhich he ente1~s upon quite irri th the fervour of the 
narrator, who concludes with these words, "I 
to-d~y 'is victi~s 9f unappeased desire there 
may say 
isn't a 
that 
pin 
- to cnoose--between us. The poor- rrian 1 _s_~-stat-e--~is a--iraos_t __ ~my 
consolation; there are really moments when I :reel· it to be 
quite ~y revenge n ( p. 313) • 
Since we the readers never know any more than the nar-
Dator about the "figure," and since Drayton Deane, Mrs. 
Corvick 1 s own husband, professes ignorance, the question 
na.turally arises, 0 \vas there J=t figure?" Critics have de-
voted a fair amount of attention to the question and have 
speculated variously. I-Crishna Vaid, who claims Vereker 
had no sec-retj bases his observation on the Corvick-Erme 
relationship. Cofvick's only reason for persisting in 
the quest~ wbicb_ has begun to look .fruitless, is to ac-
quire Miss Erme as the prize. Actually, says Vaid, be 
never discovers anything in India but claims he ha& in 
- ~---- - 118 
· order to marry G~rendolyn., and s-he in turn can n·ever 
admit the lack of a secret., for that would be an admission 
,: 119 
of her having been gulled o In bis article u ri111e Super-
subtle .r'ry" Perry D. ltlestbrook also maintains th ere is no 
figure for these reasons: (1) Vereker tells the narrator 
in a letter not to mention the secret to anyone; (2) if 
Gwendolyn previou~~y r-ejec.ted Corvick' s suit because he 
. . . . ~ . 
,,; ~ . 
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could not find tbe _figure, then he. could pretend to dis-
covery·-to ·Win her hand;- { 3) lvirs. Cprvick' s not telling the 0 
105 
_ narrato1~ Vereker 1 s secre~ presents suspicion that she knows 
--:f-
nbthing, and (4) if his wife knew what Corvick had sup-
-. 
120 posedly discovered, Deane would surely have knownc 
~------- - -~-~ 
Other 
. 
critics, however, find just as much evidence for the rig-
ure•s existence. Leo Levy, for instance, goes to tbe Pre-
face for evidence, citing James• statement that the secret 
is uundiscovered, not to say undiscoverable o 11121 It is 
plainly exhibited in the imagery as some exilir of lire, 
122 Levy addse Parker Tyler has an even more esoteric ex-
planation, saying that the secret is some type of intel-
Q 
lectual progeny, since the figure is revealed on the wed-
~ """, 
di e b~ 123, p to h t t t ng n1g J.lJ o re sen ing per aps he mos· J ex reme ex-
'----
pla1Jz0.tion., l1ark Kanzer, M.D., declares Vereker' s "figure" 
to be some sort of sexual secret. ·i "Ther~ are two aspec_ts 
to this secret -- the one is the joy of the writer, the 
passion or his passion, the 'organ of life' which derives 
from.a sexual desire· and its ful.fillment in artistic 
creativity; the other is the direct physical pleasure that 
can be 'lived up~~' but does not produce art.,."124 
\\Thetber the f'igure itself exists., however, is a· 
secondary co·nsideration, for much more important are the 
characters themselves. Just as the narrator of The Aspern 
PaEers becomes_ inhuman ···in his attempts at procuring the 
letters o:f Jeffrey Aspern, so all the characters in "The 
~ ' . .·•·. -. 
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. Figure in ttt~ Carpet'' ·are made beasts by their des:fre t·o_. 
. . . 
. ~ . ' . know I-Iugh Vereker 1 s secret. The story is a complex web of 
.. 
tantalization as each character tortures another with his 
-· 
· knowledge or s1)pposed ·knowledge o:f the secrete As Anderson , 
, 
points ou_t, .the narrator., Gwendolyn Erm.e, Corvickj even ~ 
.. -- -~ ---~--- ----
Deane .9 all seem incapa1~.1e of love, able only to discover 
a reflection of themselves in Vereker 1 s works. 125 ,,· ·1evy, 
however, finds Anderson's indictment applicable only to the 
126 ! . u 
narrator. -Oalling the narrator an ironic center of 
revelation., 11127 Krishna Vaid points out facts indicating 
', tha~ he is an· object of satire. He is young., bas ·produced 
little of critical ierit, and actually seems foolish when 
. . 
.. 
' Corvick tells him exactly.what to do. Also, his interest 
in Vereker 9 s message, after be finds there is one, is not 
critical but a .figment of his journalistic craving. 128 
nTne poir1t of the story, 11 says Lyall H. Po1"1ers, "is thus 
not what the figure is but rather how properly to ~ook at 
- 11 129 the carpet. Because the narrator becomes more in-· 
-;( ' . .~ _, 
it 1' i 
vol ved with the author than the author's work., be "quali-
fi~s for membership in the crew that virtually kill Neil 
0 
P d t . 1·· "130 ara ay ne ion. It is a great evil ... "when one's at-
tention is drawn away rrom the art to the person of the 
. L-__ 
artist. 
" 
It is unjust, however, to heap accusations upon the 
narrator without pointing out thit=his characteristics of 
egotism and conceit are more than equaled by those or bis 
:: . ~· 
. ' 
. ' ' ' . . . 
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acquaintances, .who are cruel experts at the art of tanta-
lization. Vereker· is., of course, ,!;be past master, in ad-. 
, l ' 
'- I 
,"]1 ~ . 
dition to being a meddler. At Bridges-~is conceit is over-
wbel111i11g as he takes advantage of the guest;s' ·pe.tty adora-
r, ........ i "-· 
;..!.;::__ 
· ti'on. At dinner James portrays him as a boorish creature, 
--·-~---··-------··-···---------- - -
who calls gaily with nhis mouth full of ;;breadn that the 
,!) 
narrato1"bff s article is "the usual twaddle" (p_ 284). Such 
-, - ·' an act of· impoliteness as talking with one's mouth full 
would never be suffered by Mark Ambient, Dencombe, Neil 
" " 
r- .. 
Paraday, or even Henry St. George for that matter. His 
tour de ~orce, however, is torturing the narrator with the 
secret of his figure, which he describes in such diverse 
metaphors as n a bait on a hook, a piece of' cl1eese in a 
mouse-trap," "a heart in [a] body,n "the organ of life," 
and a "buried trea.suren (pp. 288-89). Artfully the autL,or 
challenge--s the narrator, who has asked innocently what his 
' 
point could be. "'Have I got to tell you ••• ?'" (p. 
l 
286). This reproach, of course., make,s him blush and chal-
lerig~s · tbe narrator to find the secret in order to prove 
himself. Vereker even gives him a bit of cynical en-
cou.ragement after the narrator bas guessed that bis work 
and the figure are one and the same thing, a very simple· 
. ) ,. 
deduction. Then aft.e1· the narrator is su.fficiently cu'i1 ious, 
Vereker Sf.iY.S ,( .i.''' Give it up -- give it up 1 1 n ( p.. 289). He 
uses a. similar _'technique when soon after their talk, 
Vereker sends the narrate» a note: 
,:,· ,.' 
I 
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"I had never bef-oJ?e mentioned, no ma:tter in what- state . 
· · of expcL(1::sion 9 the :ract of my llttle secr\et;~ and I 
1 shal 1 S<'neve:rj spealc or that; 111~rstery agai110 T i-Jas f1C= _ 
cide11··bally so rnuch rr1ore explicit; 1<-1it;r1 yo1,,1 ·tha11 it had 
ever ent;e-red i11to l1TJiv garae to be 9 tl1aJG I finc1 t;his game== I mean the pleasure of playing it=~ suffer~· 
considerat>ly o In s hart!) if~ yoL1 ce.r1 unde1~sta.nd it 9 --~ 
·r 1 ve ratl1er spoilecl ray sporto I really don1?~t _vJant 
to give anybody "jpJba~ t; ·r 'bel.ieve ~Toti qleve1~ yo1111g· men 
call the t;ipo · ·1rha·t !? s of course a selfisl1 sol ici·tude, - -
and I name it to you for 1~rlat it raay be worth to 
youn (p. 291). 
Such a comment surrounds the f'igure with even more mystery -
and reveals that Vereker plays games with people's curios--· 
ities. Then when the narrator confesses that he has told 
so ~_c.~ to bis best -friend, the author turns indifferent 
~.~·-,) 
. 
(p. 293). )He no longer tantal~zes, for he has done enough 
already. .. I 
George Corvick and Gwendolyn Erme, who exhibit traits 
of cruelty and egotism, also join the game of guarding the 
secret. Corvick' s fee~lings of self-importance are visible 
in the story's opening pages, w·ben giving ·the narrator the 
.~- ... ~ 
Vereker revietv, be says, n 1 Speak of him., you knoiir, if you 
can, as I should. have spol{en of him'" (p. 281). Later 
~.- -· .,..1 . .... 
after the article is written and.the narrator has returned 
from his visit at Bridges with the story of\ Vereker' s 
f'igur·e, Corvick complains of the piece. 11What he would 
:have said, bad he ~e~iewed the new.book, was that there 
was evidently in the_ writer's inmost art sorr1etl:1ing to be 
,. ~ 
understood" ( p. 291). Highly excited over the possi-
, 
bilities of the figure, Corvick invites Miss Erm.e to join 
ii 
. l'!.,. 
·• 
',"· .. :·.~~ ·-·, ...... -. -,-~ ' ..... ~_,...,......_~__..,.,...........,... 
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the chase • A cold· lifeless remale, · she too shows quali-
., 
-· . 
ties of inhumanity and .cruelty. When she partially ig-
nores ··I";be narrato1~ 1 s company., Corviclr e1rplains tl1at she 
·suspects the narrator of cpncealing some of tpe details 
of Vereker's revelation • Later Corvick also tells him 
• • 
that Miss Erme is beginning to lose patience. n'I'm 
ashamed to say she wants to -.set a trap. She'd give any- , 
thing to see him; she says she requires another tip. 
She's really quite morbid about it'" {p. 295). Corvick 
,, ·-
';' 
continues lbis own· torture of t-he narrator· after he has 
di.scovered the figure and writes from India, u 'Have pa--
. tience; I want to see, as it breaks on you, the face 
you'll make1'" {p. 390). He even declares the narrator 
to be the primary audience for which he will write an 
article displaying Vereker's secret (p. 303). But Cor-
. . 
vick is killed, leaving his new wife supposedly the sole 
possessor of-the secret, which she refuses to rev~al1 
Such characters .as George Corvick and Gwendolyn Erme, 
however, merely move in an atmosphere fitting their per-
' 
sonali ties .•. ---The rea-dert s on:\,y- oppor~~1n_i ty t~ . g·ain a 
' ~~ 
close view Qf the society in which the narrator, Corvick, 
and their associates flourish is at Bridges where con-
e t . . 1 . • .._ h h tt -v rsa ion is on y insincere coun~ry ouse ca er. The 
guests selfishly elboiv their way into Vereker 1 s company, 
while the hostess plays literary patron thrusting critical 
articles under the author's nose. After such a fuss is 
.-·t:-·--· 
- ' 
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· made over Vereker, it is .surprising that n·one- of· bis works 
. . 
are ·1n the house (p. -290). 
The fact that the narrator is inv1 ted to and accepted . _ -
in such an atmosphere indicates something about his own 
-make-up. In this ·paper I have attempted to c'sboiv how nar-
rators or p~oint-of-vie,'7 cbarac ters suf?er frora egotism 
and delusiuns o:f self-importance, whi.ch sometimes render 
'\ 
tbem. unreliab·le as reporters. So too in "The Figure in 
the Carpet 0 the narra·tor exbibi ts such traits e From the 
110 
very first page_ we realize his se1.r:..centeredness as he· ac- - ·· -\., 
cepts the assignment to review Vereker' s book. ".Tfi'i':§ was 
hi.s new novel, an advance copy, and whatever much or lit-
tle it should do for his reputation I was clear on the 
spot as to tvbat it should do for mine" (p. 280). At 
,' 
Bridges be agilely moves the edition of The Middle con-
taining his piece to a prominent position among Lady 
Jane's periodicals in hopes that Vereker will see ito 
•/ 
1l 
. . 
During an after-lunch walk he even maneuvers himself into 
a position by the_ autt101., 1 s elbow. When Lady Jane dis-
'= 
covers his article in Tl1e ?1iddle and recormnends it to 
Vereker, not knoiving ivho tb·e author is., the narrator ag-
gressively informs her that he is the reviewer. His 
destroyed at Vereker 1 s comment that his article is 
"twaddle," and he trundles off to bed like an unhappy 
-chi_ld. After the author favors him with the revelation 
,. 
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·that a fi~re exists, he resumes ·his ·rormer sense of' im-
portance, and when Corvick writes !1iss Erme tbat· he- bas 
. -
· discovered Vereker's secret and will got~ the author for 
personal confirma.tion, · the· narrator "imagines the whole 
situation. "1~e picttired the t,,1bole scene at. Rapallo., where 
-be would have written., mentioning my name, for perro.ission 
to ca_ll; that. is I pictured it" (p. 300). With all his 
/f=confidence, however, the narrator also pre~ents a 
rather i'\reak picture, ror he easily gives up the quest and 
feels humiliation that others have not done so. "I felt 
humiliated at seeing other pe1~sons deeply beguil-ed by an 
experiment that bad bro.ught me only chagrin," ne admits 
···(p. 294) and continues to depend on others to uncover the 
mystery. After Corvick' s death and hia .. wi·fe' s .refus-al to 
unveil the figure, he realizes that he is actually ob-
"' 
sassed .(p. 306). -'He has been so for some time., as evi-
denced by bis feelings when he must tend bis young brother, 
who is 111 in Germany. "I'm afraid that what was upper-
,.., 
most • my.-mind d1...1ring several anxious weeks 1r1as the in sense 
that ir we had only been in Paris I might have run over 
.· -to see Corvick" (p~,J; .. 302). lrlben Corvick is killed, the 
narrator takes little .time to grieve before asking r1lrs. 
Corvick if her husband has finished his article on Vereker 
(p. 304). These examples should give sufficient evidence 
, . 
. 
that the narrator of "The Figure in. the Carpetn poss~sses 
many of' the same character traits as other narrators in 
;, 
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the- stories of w:ri te:rs and artists. However., h·is tone dif- , 
· reps and \>.is more unfeel1ing., since he. is completely frank 
about bis .feelings of self =>importance ancl bis lack of com-:-
passion. ·He actually seems brazen in comparison lrJ'i tb other.·_ 
• 
such characters. His lack of human feeling makes -b1m more 
beastly, if anythingo The final tap on the nail of his 
inhumanity comes at the end of the _story when tbe narrator 
himself plays the game of tantalization with Drayton Deane 
and adds., "The poor m.an 1 s state is al1nos·b my consolation; 
tberf are really moments when I reel it to be quite my 
·revenge'' ( p. 313). 
James' portrayal of such a man is a culmination in. 
his development of the narrator as a character type. Ego-
tism and delusion, so w~ll-concealed in previous reporters 
".11;: 
in "Tbe ~fadonna of 'the Future,u 11 Tbe Author of Beltraf.fio, 11 ,{ 
''The Real Thing.," and "The Death of the Lion" come to f'ull 
flower in nThe Figure in tbe Ca.rpe t, n as does- the savagery 
of other characters in the story. ·Another change we might 
.. 
note in Jame~• development of the narrator is the growing 
lack of se·1·:r~fi't§cogni tion. Even such pointe11of-vieti char-
acters as Paul Overt and Dencombe realize their failings 
at the e11d, and tbe demented nar:rat9r of 11 Tbe Author of 
Beltraffio" questions his guilt for. Dolcino's death. H--
_~ealizes he's partially responsible for Theobald's end in· 
"The }iadonna of the Future, n and the artist in nThe Real, - · ~ - ... 
Thing'!. learns sometpi~g from his models. In ·nThe Death -of 
···l~· ,.,..,. -i 
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' .. '=i--tbe Lion.," although the n.arrator never realizes that he is 
r• . - . 
I 
-._, 
no better than Mrs. \\fimbush, he does devote his .life to a 
·good cause atter.1p_t·ing to ,find Paraday' s lost zn.qnuscrip~. 
' Not so in "The Figure in the Carpet.". Never rising above 
pettiness, the narrator descen.ds to a lower level or 
beastliness and lives on revenge. 
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CONCLUSION 
After studying these seven stories of artists.and 
wri.,tera, only a few among James' many, the reader must_ 
realize that the author presents the literary and artis-
-_ tic life in anyt_hing but_ a favorable l~gpt~- _!Iis_ n~_rr~'tq_rs---1 
for the most part cultural patrons, take advantage of the 
I writers and painters to Whom they become attracted. 
' 
For 
instance, H-- is indirectly responsible for Theobald's 
death in nThe Madonna o.f 'the Futuren while the narrator 
of nThe Death of the Lion" tries t·o control Neil Paraday' s 
whole life. Other narrators relate fr.a1nk mispercep_,tions 
to the reader as does the demented idol-worshiper in nTbe 
Autbor'of Beltraffio" and the artist in uTbe Real Thing.n 
·'·'"' 
On the other hand., characters like Paul Overt and Dencombe, 
who serve as points of view in their respective stories, 
· ''The Lesson of the Master" and "The ?1iddle Years, 11 are 
deluded as to their own value as artists and as human be-
ings. Although none or these characters, with the· excep-
t·ion··or the narrator of - 11 The Author of Beltraffio, 11 are 
as beastly as the reporter of "The Figure in the Carpet," 
they all sb,:,w touches of' savagery, and their c.ommon trait 
is delusion about self as well as about others, by which 
,_ 
they-perpetrate evil. "Ev1··1, 11 J A W d says • _. ar , "comes 
about through the impercep~ion of those who ei tber do not 
recognize or ignore the effects of their activity on 
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others.'' . Such a definition easily applies to the prin-
cipal characters discussed in this thesis. James 1 use of 
such figures in his stories of artists and writers is 
, 
'-----0-learly an indictment of the egotist and meddler ·· particu-
l.arly when be infringes upon or is a _member of the' artistic 
circle • 
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